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Abstract

The experimental platform to study optical �bers (OFs) functionally enhanced by layers

of photoactive molecules was developed. The used multimode step-index OFs were

preliminary mechanically or chemically modi�ed. Photonic crystal �bers (PCFs) were

used as supplied. The photoactive layers were deposited using Langmuir-Blodgett and

self-assembling monolayer (SAM) techniques. Two types of compounds were used for

the �ber functionalization, porphyrin derivatives and Citrine (modi�ed yellow �uorescent

protein). This work is the �rst demonstration of SAM deposition of porphyrin derivatives

on conventional OFs and inside the channels of PCFs, as well as Citrine SAM deposition

on OFs. The developed experimental optical setup together with installed modi�ed OFs

rendered possible: i) to deliver the excitation light to the photoactive molecules, and

ii) to collect the �uorescence and deliver it to the measuring system. Moreover, the

same experimental system was used to optimize SAM process. It can also be used for

real-time monitoring of SAM deposition of any type of photoactive molecules.

The light guided by conventional multimode step-index �bers can only interact with

molecules on its surface if the cladding layer is essentially thinned or removed completely.

This can be done either by tapering or chemical etching of an OF. The optimum ge-

ometries for the tapered regions were determined by two methods based on �uorescence

intensity measurements of the molecular �lms. The optimum tip diameter of a tapered

OF was found to be 35 − 48 µm for the �bers with 105 µm core and 125 µm cladding

diameters. For the etched OFs the reasonable tip diameter was 70 µm for the same �ber,

and su�cient tip length was 2.5 mm.

The modi�ed OFs were tested in sensor applications for detecting pH, Ca2+, and

volatile organic compounds (diethylamine was used in this study). A reasonable repro-

ducibility of pH measurements was demonstrated for OF sensor with free-base porphyrin

probe in the pH range of 0.6− 3.8 and for Citrine probe in the pH range of 6.5− 9. The

sensitivity of Ca2+ ion sensor with Citrine SAM was on the level of a few tens of µM and

diethylamine was detected at a few mM concentration using Zn-porphyrin OF sensor.

The strongest �uorescence response of functionalized OFs in typical sensor application
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Abstract

con�guration was obtained for hollow core PCFs. The photoactive SAMs were deposited

inside the light guiding channels, thus providing the most e�cient excitation and �u-

orescence collection among the studied �bers. These OFs can be used in applications

that require high sensitivity and the smallest amount of analyte. Alternatively, chem-

ically etched conventional OFs are relatively easy to produce and functionalize. They

provide reasonably high e�ciency of SAM excitation and �uorescence collection and can

be successfully used in less demanding optical sensor applications.
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1 Introduction

Study of the light interaction with novel materials is a long-term interdisciplinary re-

search topic in the �eld of natural sciences. Fast developments in this �eld are rendered

possible because of the invention of new types of materials and techniques to interact

with light on micro- and nanoscales.

Photoactive molecules (and layers of photoactive molecules) are among the most

rapidly developing topics in the �elds of physics, chemistry, and photochemistry. New

photoactive materials based on novel molecular and supramolecular systems with spe-

ci�c functions, such as e�cient light harvesting and photoinduced charge transfer are

under active development [1, 2]. On the other hand, recent tremendous progress in

�ber optics and photonics opens out new perspectives on light manipulation as a useful

tool to enhance the interaction with various molecular [3] and atomic [4] systems and

delivering photons to a particular photoactive object [5], nanostructures [6], or even a

single particle [7]. Combination of developments in these two vastly growing areas �

development of novel photoactive materials and new kinds of optical �bers � hold much

promise for new exciting discoveries and technological advances.

This Thesis is dedicated to the investigation of microstructured optical �bers function-

ally enhanced by the layers of photoactive molecules, namely porphyrins and �uorescent

proteins. Developed experimental optical setup with installed modi�ed �bers was used

to deliver excitation light to the molecular layers, collect the layers emission and deliver

it to the measuring system. The main aims of the research work were: i) to determine op-

timum geometries for the �ber-molecular �lm interface, ii) to study and tune properties

of the molecular �lms deposited on tapered and etched �bers, and inside the channels of

photonic crystal �bers, and iii) to study sensor applications of the functionalized �bers.
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2 Background

2.1 Optical �bers. Evanescent �eld description

Optical �bers are waveguides, which are usually made of some kind of glass, can poten-

tially be very long (hundreds of kilometers), and are fairly �exible. The most commonly

used glass is silica (quartz glass, amorphous silicon dioxide, SiO2), either in pure form

or with some dopants. Silica is used because of its properties, which are: extremely low

light propagation losses, high mechanical strength against pulling and bending, and high

availability in nature. A typical optical �ber consists of three layers (Figure 2.1): optical

�ber core, cladding layer and bu�er layer. The central region is the core, which is the

light guiding part of the �ber. The core is surrounded by the cladding, that is in turn

surrounded by a protective bu�er. Within the core the refractive index pro�le can be

uniform (step pro�le) or graded (graded pro�le), and the cladding index is typically uni-

form. The waveguiding of an optical �ber is rendered possible by total internal re�ection

(TIR) on the boundary between the �ber core which has higher refractive index and the

cladding layer which has a lower refractive index. The bu�er layer is almost optically

isolated from the core. In this work, optical �bers which have step-index pro�les of the

refractive index were used.

Optical �bers can be divided into two subclasses which are multimode waveguides

(typically core diameter ranges from 12.5 to 110 µm) and single-mode waveguides (core

Figure 2.1: Nomenclature and pro�les for typical optical �bers; ρ is the core radius.
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2.1 Optical �bers. Evanescent �eld description

diameter is typically between 2 and 8 µm) [8]. This division is accomplished according

to the so-called waveguide or �ber parameter V which is de�ned as [8]:

V =
2πρ

λ

√
n2
co − n2

cl (2.1)

where ρ is the core radius, is λ the wavelength, nco and ncl are the refractive indices of

the core and cladding, respectively. For V value below 2.405, a �ber supports only one

mode per polarization direction (and therefore, it is called monomode or single-mode

optical �ber), whilst a waveguide is said to be multimode when V > 2.405. Multimode

optical �bers were used in studies presented in this Thesis.

Another parameter which can be used to characterize optical �bers is the mode diam-

eter, w (or mode �eld diameter) which is de�ned as [9]:

w ≈ ρ

(
0.65 +

1.619

V 3/2
+

2.879

V 6

)
(2.2)

This equation shows that the mode diameter becomes smaller for higher frequencies,

which have higher V values. The equation is fairly accurate for V values between 0.8

and 2.5. In the multimode range (V > 2.405), it applies to the fundamental mode.

An example of a standard single-mode �ber is SMF-28 (from Corning Inc.) which is

commonly used in optical communications in the 1.3 and 1.5 µm wavelength region. It

has a core diameter of 8.2 µm, thus having the mode �eld diameters approximately 9.2

and 10.4 µm at 1310 and 1550 nm, respectively.

When a ray of light undergoes TIR at the interface of two media having di�erent

refractive indices, the standing wave along the �ber optical axis is produced. At the

core-cladding interface the standing wave has �nite electric �eld amplitude, and since

the �eld cannot go to zero instantly, it decays exponentially into the lower index cladding

layer according to [10]:

E = E0 exp (−δ/dp) (2.3)

where δ is the distance from the core-cladding interface and dp is a penetration depth

parameter. This �eld is called the evanescent wave (EW) �eld. The penetration depth

determines the distance from the core-cladding interface where EW decays e-times [10]:

dp =
λ

2π
√
n2
co sin2 α− n2

cl

(2.4)

where α is the angle between the incident beam and normal to the interface. Substituting
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Figure 2.2: Evanescent wave decay curve (from the core-cladding interface to the

cladding layer) plotted for multimode optical �ber AFS 105/125 Y (Thor-
labs) for α = 89◦ and λ = 430 nm.

eq. (2.4) into (2.3), the dependence of the ratio of EW �eld value to EW �eld maximum

at core-cladding interface on the distance from the core-cladding interface can be plotted.

Figure 2.2 presents this dependence for standard multimode �ber AFS 105/125 Y from

Thorlabs (nco = 1.48 and ncl = 1.46 at λ = 430 nm) assuming α = 89◦.

Typical thickness of the cladding layer of commercially available multimode �bers

is 10 � 20 µm, and if a layer of photoactive molecules is deposited on the surface of

cladding layer there will be no interaction of the light propagating in the �ber with the

molecular layer, as it is clearly seen from Figure 2.2. For most of commercially available

�bers the bu�er layer (see Figure 2.1) can be removed relatively easy since it is made of

material di�erent from that of the core and cladding layer. However, the cladding layer

and the core are made of the same material, silica, with di�erent doping, and cladding

layer cannot be removed easily from the core. In order to utilize the evanescent �eld to

probe the photoactive molecules deposited on �ber surfaces by the light propagating in

the �ber core (e.g. for chemical or biological sensing applications), the cladding layer

has to be made signi�cantly thinner since light does not penetrate deep into it. The

photoactive molecules can be deposited on the �ber core end-face [11, 12], directly on

the core-air interface of de-cladded �ber [13�15] or etched �ber [12, 16, 17], or on the

core-cladding interface of su�ciently tapered �ber [12, 18]. In this Thesis, tapered and

etched multimode optical �bers were studied.

2.1.1 Tapered (TOFs) and etched optical �bers (EOFs)

One of the common approach to make the cladding layer thinner is to apply �ber tapering

procedure. When the optical �ber is su�ciently tapered, the cladding layer thickness

4



2.1 Optical �bers. Evanescent �eld description

becomes comparable with the penetration depth of EW �eld, dp, thus enhancing the

interaction of the evanescent �eld with the outer medium (e.g. a molecular �lm of a

photoactive compound deposited on the surface of tapered �ber) so that small changes

of the outer medium can modulate the transmission properties of the taper.

There are two basic concepts used to manufacture tapered optical �bers (TOFs):

heating and pulling optical �ber apart, and using chemical etching. Heating can be

achieved with, for instance, gas �ame [18�20], ceramic heater [21], or with intensive

laser beam [12, 22, 23]. In this Thesis, the TOFs were manufactured using heating and

pulling technique with gas �ame and ceramic heater.

In order to manufacture de-cladded optical �bers with very short translational stages

in radius pro�les, two basic methods can be applied: chemical etching and polishing

D-shape technique. The latter is usually applied for polymer optical �bers for which the

�rst technique cannot be utilized. The polishing method is based on mechanical removal

of the cladding layer with a polishing wheel and grease [24�26]. With this method, any

type of surfaces can be achieved: �ber can be de-cladded or even the core diameter can

be reduced.

The other technique is based on chemical etching of quartz �bers with hydro�uoric

acid, HF. Using this method, even sub-micrometer scale tapered �bers can be achieved

[12]. This technique was used in this Thesis to obtain etched optical �bers (EOFs). The

technique was described in more details elsewhere [27, 28]. In order to prevent evapora-

tion of extremely toxic HF, the protection layer of solvent between hydro�uoric acid and

air can be injected. Di�erent protecting solvents give various cone angles of taper as was

demonstrated, e.g., by Ho�mann and co-workers [29]. The main advantages of EOFs

over TOFs are easier procedure of manufacturing and shorter length of translational

stage that is required for the evanescent �eld to reach a �ber surface.

2.1.2 Photonic crystal �bers (PCFs)

Photonic crystal �bers (PCFs) are optical �bers with a built-in microstructure consisting

of small air holes in glass [30]. PCFs are in practical usage since 1996, nevertheless

examples of photonic crystals can be found in nature, e.g. butter�y wings [31], peacock

feathers, beetles, birds, mammals or even plants [32]. The waveguiding properties of

PCFs are rendered possible not by a spatially varying glass composition but from an

arrangement of very tiny and closely spaced air holes which go through the whole length

of �ber.

Nowadays, there is a large variety of PCFs and techniques to manufacture them. Fig-
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Figure 2.3: Sketches of di�erent types of PCFs. The black regions are hollow, the white
regions are pure glass, and the grey regions are doped glass. (a) Endlessly
single-mode solid-core PCF. (b) Nanoweb �ber (not a PCF). (c) All-solid-
glass PCF with raised-index doped glass strands in the cladding. (d) Solid
core photonic crystal �ber (SCPCF). (e) Dual-core PCF. (f) Kagome hollow-
core PCF. (g) Seven-cell hollow-core PCF. (h) Birefringent PCF. (i) Carbon-
ring structure for photonic bandgap guidance. (j) Double-clad PCF with o�-
set doped lasing core and high numerical aperture inner cladding for pumping
(presented with the permission from IEEE. Copyright © 2006, IEEE [33]).

ure 2.3 shows just a few sketches of various types of PCFs that can be produced [33].

One of the widely used technique to manufacture PCFs, is drawing (or stacking) process

described in more details elsewhere [30, 34, 35]. In the �rst stage of the process, a scale

model of the �ber (preform) is created which has typical dimensions of a few centimeters.

The preform is then heated and pulled (drawn) stretching it into a thin strand whose

cross section is a scaled-down version of the preform. This gives an opportunity to cre-

ate several hundreds of meters or even kilometers of PCFs with a given cross-sectional

structure. Another methods of PCF manufacture are extrusion [36�39], sol-gel casting

[40], injection molding [39], and drilling [35]. The extrusion allows to fabricate struc-

tures which are not readily made by the stacking process. In this technique, the molten

glass is forced through a die containing a suitably designed patterns of holes. Extrusion

allows �ber to be drawn directly from bulk glass. However, this method is not suit-

able for silica (because the materials used in this technique cannot withstand 2000◦ C

processing temperatures), and it is used to prepare PCFs from compound silica glasses

[36], tellurites [37], chalcogenides [38], and polymers [39]. In this Thesis, hollow-core

photonic bandgap �bers (HCPBGFs) and solid-core photonic crystal �bers (SCPCFs)

were utilized (schematic structures of the �bers are shown in Figure 2.4).
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2.1 Optical �bers. Evanescent �eld description

Figure 2.4: Examples of PCFs. (a) Hollow core photonic bandgap �ber (HCPBGF).
(b) Solid-core photonic crystal �ber (SCPCF).

PCFs having two-dimensional periodicity in cladding structure (as in Figure 2.4a) were

�rst described by Knight and co-authors in 1998 [41]. The cross-section is a periodic

array of air holes running through the whole length of the �ber which is also referred to

as HCPBGF. The second type of PCFs which was used in this Thesis, is an index-guiding

photonic crystal �ber in which the periodic structure is not employed for its bandgap,

but to form an e�ective low-index cladding around the core. This type of �bers is also

referred to as SCPCFs (see Figure 2.4b) [42]. In this way, it is possible to achieve better

optical con�nement than in traditional optical �bers.

The total internal re�ection (TIR) is not possible in HCPBGFs, since the cladding

refractive index is higher than that for air. The light guidance is rendered possible by

the Bragg scattering so that the light at de�ned stop bands is prohibited from propaga-

tion in the photonic crystal cladding and con�ned within a central defect. Only certain

wavelength bands are con�ned and guided through the �ber. In HCPBGFs, the photonic

crystal cladding acts as a mirror, more than 99% of optical power is located in air (not

in glass) [43]. Therefore, light with wavelengths corresponding to the bandgaps cannot

escape the core and it is guided along the �ber with low losses. In SCPCFs (see Fig-

ure 2.4b) the index guiding is employed. The light is guided since the cladding refractive

index is smaller than that of the solid core. In the limit of short wavelengths λ � b

(where b is the distance between the centers of successive holes), the ray-optics limit

applies and the light is guided by TIR remaining almost entirely within the dielectric

material.
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2.2 Methods of molecular �lm deposition

There is a large variety of methods which can be used to deposit layers of photoactive

molecules on a glass surface. The most commonly and widely used deposition techniques

providing accuracy in the layer thickness at the molecular level are: electrostatic layer-

by-layer (LbL) deposition [44, 45], Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) �lm deposition [46, 47], and

self-assembled monolayer (SAM) by covalent bonding to the surface [48, 49].

Electrostatic layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition

Electrostatic LbL deposition of multilayer �lms involves the construction of complex

composite materials with nanoscale precision in �lm thickness, enabling the develop-

ment of novel structures and devices. The technique was suggested by Iler [50] in 1966,

and then rediscovered by Decher et al. [44] in the early 1990s. The LbL electrostatic

adsorption process has been in active development during the past two decades. The

technique is based on the successive deposition of oppositely charged layers of molecules

(or particles) with electrostatic attraction being the driving force to form stable multi-

layer �lms. The main advantage of the method is its relative simplicity. Wide range of

materials can be employed in the assembly process from charged polymers (�polyelec-

trolytes� or �poly-ions�) [51] to proteins [52], dyes [53], and semiconductor nanoparticles

[54]. The technique suggests the possibility of designing ultrathin ordered �lms in the

range of 5 � 1000 nm with a precision better than 1 nm.

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) �lm

Deposition technique of LB �lms involves the vertical movement of a solid substrate

through a monolayer formed at water-air interface. Firstly, a monolayer of amphiphilic

molecules (that is also called Langmuir layer) is formed at the water-air interface of a

Langmuir trough. This is followed by the transfer of the layer onto a solid substrate by

slow movement of the substrate through the molecular monolayer. The substrate can be

either of hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature, which determines the direction, upstroke or

downstroke, in which the deposition takes place. In this Thesis, the used samples were

hydrophilic and the monolayers were deposited in the upstroke motion.

After spreading a solution of amphiphilic molecules onto the subphase in the trough,

the layer of molecules is then compressed (with moving barriers) until a quasi-solid one

molecule thick layer is formed. The compression system of the trough is coupled to a

microbalance which continuously monitors the surface pressure, π. A typical depen-
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Figure 2.5: Isotherm of octadecylamine (ODA) on phosphate bu�er subphase (pH 7).

dence of the surface pressure, π, on the mean molecular area (mma) (or isotherm) for

octadecylamine (ODA) is presented in Figure 2.5. It clearly shows three distinguish-

able regions denoted in the Figure as (a), (b) and (c). The (a) region corresponds to

the so-called �gaseous� phase when amphiphilic molecules are relatively far apart from

each other, experience little interaction and thus, randomly distributed on the subphase

surface. Then, when mma decreases, the distances between molecules in the layer on

air-subphase interface decrease, the molecules start to cover most of the surface, and

therefore, the surface pressure increases. This part of isotherm is referred to as �liquid�

phase (region (b) in Figure 2.5). Finally, there will be a point on the isotherm when

molecules are so closely packed that even small changes on barrier displacements (or

equivalently, mma) would cause drastic variations in the surface pressure, which corre-

sponds to �solid� state (region (c) in Figure 2.5). When barriers move further towards

each other, there is a point on the isotherm when the distance between molecules in a

layer cannot decrease any more, and the monolayer becomes unstable and collapses. It

corresponds to the part of isotherm at mma smaller than 18 Å2 in Figure 2.5.

The next step is the transfer of monolayer from the trough to a substrate, which is

done by moving the substrate slowly through the Langmuir layer in upward or downward

directions. The transfer process can be repeated few times to deposit multilayer �lms.

For repeating multilayer �lms three types of molecular alignment in the layers can be

distinguished. X-type of �lms is obtained when the monolayer is transfered only on the

down-stroke deposition, thus resulting in out-of-substrate orientation of the hydrophobic

end of the amphiphilic molecules in all layers. Z-type of multilayer �lms is formed in

upstroke deposition only and the molecules are ordered with hydrophobic ends toward

the substrate. However, the most common type of LB �lms is Y-type, which is achieved

in sequential down- and upstroke deposition, and results in alternating layers with ori-
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entations of hydrophobic end out from and toward the substrate, respectively. In this

Thesis, only monolayer �lms were deposited in upstroke direction, which can be formally

attributed to Z-type �lms.

Self-assembled monolayer (SAM)

The �eld of SAMs has witnessed growing increase of its development during the last 30

years. First publication on the preparation of a monomolecular layer by adsorption (self-

assembly) of a surfactant onto a clean metal surface dates back to 1946 [55]. Nowadays,

SAM methods are used (and they are still under development) to deposit di�erent types

of organic [55] and bio-organic molecules [56] on di�erent types of surfaces.

The SAM procedure by covalent bonding to the surface consists of a few steps which

are thoroughly described in a number of review articles [49, 55]. The molecules designed

for SAM technique must have a special terminal group responsible for bonding to a

surface. The self-assembly takes place in solution, and the �rst step is the solution

transport of adsorbate molecules to the substrate-liquid interface that is conducted via

the combination of di�usive and convective transport. This is followed by the adsorption

of SAM molecules on the substrate with some adsorption rate. Generally, the overall

dynamics of this step of the SAM process may be di�usion-controlled, adsorption-rate

controlled, or in an intermediate mixed-kinetic regime. The next step is the molecular

monolayer organization on the substrate surface. At the very beginning of this step, the

molecules are adsorbed and distributed randomly on the surface of the solid substrate,

but the �nal �lm evolves to closely packed molecular monolayer with relatively uniform

molecular orientation and conformation. In this Thesis, the molecular bonding to the

substrate is of covalent type.

There is a large amount of molecules which can be deposited on di�erent solid sub-

strates using SAM technique. Even multilayer structures can be formed with SAM

method [55]. One of the typical examples is the deposition of alkylthiols (�SH group)

on gold, that can be gold nanoparticles [57] or gold crystals [58]. Another examples

of SAM �lms are adsorption of: n-alkanoic acids (�CO2H group) on aluminum oxide,

Al2O3 [59], fatty acids on silver oxide, AgO [60], and silane-based SAMs on silicon oxide,

SiO2 surfaces [61].

LB and SAM methods were applied in this Thesis to attach porphyrins and proteins to

various optical �ber surfaces. When comparing LbL, LB and SAM deposition methods,

it is worth to mention that all of these techniques allow to deposit big organic and bio

molecules, as well as nanoparticles. Also polymer �lms can be deposited by LB and LbL
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Figure 2.6: (a) Pyrrole unit, (b) methine bridge, and (c) porphin molecular structure
[62].

methods. The LbL deposition is speci�cally advantageous for multilayer �lm deposition.

Multilayer deposition is also possible with LB technique, but rather di�cult with SAM

method.

The uniform orientation of deposited molecules in a layer can be obtained with LB and

SAM methods but not with LbL. The main advantage of LbL technique is its simplicity

and relatively short time of deposition, whilst the preparation of molecular �lms with

LB and SAM methods is more time consuming. An important practical advantage of

SAM and LbL method is that layers can be deposited on rough surfaces and even inside

micro cavities. This property of the SAM technique was used in this Thesis to deposit

SAM inside the channels of PCFs.

2.3 Porphyrin and Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP)

molecular �lms

Porphyrin

Porphyrins consist of four conjugated pyrrole units linked together by methine bridges

[62]. In the simplest case of unsubstituted free-base porphyrin (which is also referred to as

porphin), two of central nitrogen atoms bind hydrogens (see Figure 2.6). Porphyrins are

able to bind various metals in its central cavity and in this case, spectroscopic properties

of metal-substituted porphyrins change relative to those of free-base porphyrin. Because

of the highly π-conjugated macrocyclic structure (22 π-electrons), porphyrins have strong

light absorbing character in the visible region.

Porphyrins have strong absorption band with molar absorption coe�cient

ε > 350000 M-1cm-1 (called Soret band) in 410 � 450 nm wavelength range and four
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Figure 2.7: (a) Absorption and (b) emission spectra of the solution of 4 µM
tetraphenylporphyrin in toluene. The Q-band region, 480 � 700 nm, is mag-
ni�ed 20 times for better presentation.

weaker absorption bands (called Q-bands and numbered from higher wavelengths) in the

wavelength region 450 � 700 nm (Figure 2.7a). The Soret band corresponds to the pure

electronic transition between HOMO and LUMO+1, while the �rst and third Q-bands

correspond to the pure electronic transitions between HOMO and LUMO, and HOMO−1

and LUMO, respectively. The second and fourth Q-bands correspond to transitions be-

tween the same HOMO and LUMO levels as �rst and third Q-bands, respectively, but

with changes in the vibrational quantum numbers [62, 63]. Typical emission spectrum

of free-base porphyrin on the example of tetraphenylporphyrin is shown in Figure 2.7b.

There are two maxima, at around 650 and 720 nm with the one at 650 nm corresponding

to LUMO � HOMO radiative transition.

Porphyrin and its derivatives are known to play an important role in some biological

processes such as photosynthesis, dioxygen transport and its storage [64, 65], and in

arti�cial energy and electron transfer systems [66, 67]. Besides, porphyrin is widely

utilized in di�erent sensor applications, very few examples of which can be found in

[15, 68�71].

There are various techniques available to attach molecular layers of porphyrins to

di�erent kinds of substrates. One method which was utilized to prepare samples for the

studies depicted in this Thesis, is SAM deposition technique. SAMs of porphyrins on

glass surfaces are usually prepared in two steps. Firstly, the substrate is modi�ed with

active molecules, that can be, for instance, 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS).

APTMS has silane �head� that covalently attaches to the glass surface (�rst step), and

amine �tail� is used then to covalently attach some other molecules, e.g. porphyrins

12
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(second step). Free-base and metallated porphyrins were deposited with SAM method

on various types of surfaces such as glass and quartz surfaces [72, 73], and indium tin

oxide (ITO) [74�76]. Di�erent environmental conditions and various deposition times

were applied during the SAM deposition of porphyrins. The activation time (�rst step)

varied between 1 hour [72] and 20 hours [77, 78], and the surface functionalization with

porphyrin time varied between 1 hour [72] and 20 hours [74, 75]. Porphyrin solutions in

various solvents with di�erent reaction temperatures were used, for example toluene at

95 � 105 ◦C [75, 79], tetrahydrofuran at 60 ◦C [73], or dichloromethane at 25 ◦C [80].

Another technique which was utilized in this Thesis to deposit molecular layers of

5,10,15,20-tetrakis(penta�uorophenyl)porphyrin (PFP), is LB method. PFP is not am-

phiphilic molecule by itself and therefore, in order to be deposited as a �lm by LB

method it is mixed with matrix amphiphilic molecules, such as ODA. A unique property

of PFP in solid �lms is that it retains relatively long lifetime of the singlet excited state

of a few nanoseconds even at concentrations of 10 mol-% and higher [81]. Moreover, in

sharp contrast to other porphyrin LB �lms (for instance, tetraarylporphyrins), the �uo-

rescence lifetime of PFP/ODA �lms increases with concentration (in the concentration

range 0.1 � 50 mol-%). The high �uorescence e�ciency of PFP �lms makes them an

attractive candidate for sensing applications relying on �uorescence labels [82, 83].

Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP)

Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) was �rstly isolated from jelly�sh Aequorea victoria

and has attracted considerable interest due to its unusual �uorescence properties [84].

Discovery and development of GFP was awarded The Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2008.

At present various modi�cations of GFPs exist with a range of available emission wave-

lengths and other interesting properties which make them attracting candidates for opti-

cal sensor applications [85]. In this Thesis, a genetic variant of GFP, Yellow Fluorescent

Protein (YFP) was used to study applicability of developed approach to fabricate optical

�ber sensors based on SAMs of proteins.

The main advantage of �uorescent proteins over porphyrins in �uorescent sensor appli-

cations is their barrel structure which protects the inner chromophore from aggregation

and quenching by oxygen. Fluorescent proteins can be used as molecular indicators, e.g.,

by cloning them into live cells [86], or by depositing them on a solid substrate which is

then brought in contact with an analyte [56]. In this Thesis, �uorescent proteins were

covalently attached to the surfaces of optical �bers.

A number of review papers on the protein deposition on di�erent surfaces was pub-
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lished [87, 88]. For example, �uorescent proteins can be attached by: microcontact print-

ing method to various surfaces [89], non-covalent protein adsorption, covalent bonding

via speci�c sites, using various biologically mediated immobilization methods [56], and

LB method [90]. The substrates which can be used to deposit proteins are gold and

Ta2O5[91], bare and silanized glass, silicon, polystyrene, polymethylmethacrylate and

others [56]. In this Thesis, Citrine � modi�cation of YFP � was covalently bonded via

a cross-linker to optical �bers using SAM technique. Examples of sensor applications

of the optical �bers modi�ed with �uorescent proteins are medium pH detection [92]

and monitoring of important divalent cations (Ca2+) [86]. Besides, it was shown that

�uorescent proteins are sensitive to the activity of various proteases [93].

2.4 Sensor applications of photoactive compounds

There are numerous kinds of chemical and biological optical sensors existing nowadays,

thorough reviews of which can be found elsewhere [94, 95]. The �eld of optical sensors

has been a growing research area over the last decades. Sensors are typically based on

measurements of absorbance, re�ectance, and �uorescence emission. Parameters that

can be monitored during the studies of the sample �uorescence are intensity, decay time,

anisotropy, quenching e�ciency, luminescence energy transfer, and so forth. Typically,

chemical or biological sensor consists of two basic elements: transduction platform and

signal-processing unit. This Thesis is devoted to the development of transduction plat-

form, i.e. optical �bers functionalized with a layer of photoresponsive molecules, which

will be further referred to as a sensor unless otherwise stated.

In this Thesis, chemical and biological sensors were realized based on the measurement

of �uorescence intensity and lifetime variations. Changes in the �uorescence intensity

can be monitored via direct measurements of a studied sample, or indirectly, via changes

occurring to layer(s) of photoactive molecules (deposited on an optical �ber) which

interact with the analyte under study. The latter method is among the most commonly

used nowadays and this �eld of research suggests a vast number of applications. In this

Thesis, molecular layers of porphyrin and Citrine were utilized to track changes in media:

i) with di�erent pH values; ii) volatile organic compounds with various concentrations

(as an example, diethylamine (DEA) was studied); iii) with Ca2+ ions; and iv) di�erent

proteases.
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2.4.1 Porphyrin �lms for sensing of pH and volatile organic

compounds (VOCs)

Acidity of solution is one of the key solvent parameters used in chemistry and bio-

chemistry. It is expressed by solvent pH value and can be measured using standard

electrochemical methods [96]. Since acidity has great e�ect on properties of molecules

and molecular �lms the responce of molecules to medium pH can also be used for acidity

monitoring. For example, photoactive molecules deposited on modi�ed optical �bers can

be used to measure pH. In general, the main advantage of this kind of sensors is their size

which can be of micro- [97] or even nano-scale [98, 99]. Another advantages of optical

�ber sensors are their immunity to electromagnetic interferences and biocompatibility.

When an optical �ber sensor is immersed into an analyte in question, absorption

and/or emission spectrum of deposited molecules changes depending on pH of studied

analyte. Examples of such compounds are �uorescein derivatives [100], benzo[c]xanthene

dyes [101], coumarin [102] and rhodamine derivatives [103], and porphyrins [104, 105].

In this Thesis, pH values were measured using free-base porphyrin SAM �lms deposited

on modi�ed optical �bers. Porphyrins can be used as pH indicators because of its

protonation which leads to drastic changes in emission spectra [105].

Measurements of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are also very important since

VOCs can be very dangerous to human health and may have adverse e�ects on the

environment. Di�erent monitoring techniques are used to detect VOCs such as elec-

trical conductivity [106], mass transduction [107], and optical variation in the physical

properties of sensing elements [108]. In the latter case, the optical detection of VOCs is

based on the changes of physical and spectroscopical properties of molecular �lms such

as refractive index, thickness, absorption and emission spectra, and �uorescence lifetime.

One of the molecules which change their photochemical properties under exposure

to VOCs, is porphyrin (especially, its metallated form) [69, 109]. Metallated forms of

porphyrin may form coordination complexes with other molecules (such as alcohols,

amines, ethers, and thiols) that has direct e�ect on absorption and/or emission spectra

of porphyrins. Di�erent metals have various coordination abilities [69]. Besides, since

porphyrin possesses an extended π-conjugated macrocycle causing di�erent types of

intermolecular interactions, the porphyrin aggregates can also be used for the monitoring

some VOCs. When exposed to VOCs, the change in the aggregation state, and thus

in π-π interactions, may lead to additional modi�cations of absorption and emission
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spectra, which therefore, can be exploited in sensor applications [68, 71]. In this Thesis,

changes in �uorescence intensity and lifetime of Zn-porphyrin were utilized to detect

DEA concentrations down to a few mM.

2.4.2 Modi�ed YFP �lms for sensing of pH, Ca2+ ions and

di�erent proteases

Mutagenesis and protein engineering of GFP, isolated from Aequorea victoria (biolumi-

nescent jelly�sh) and other organisms (from corals), has resulted in the development

of a variety of visible �uorescent proteins with emission spectra maxima ranging from

blue to red [85]. These �uorescent protein variants can be further modi�ed to improve

its stability and introduce sensitivity to some analytes. The modi�cations are done ge-

netically by changing the aminoacid sequences in the structure of protein close to the

vicinity of chromophore that leads to the conformational changes of the chromophore.

These changes in�uence the �uorescence properties of proteins. Modi�ed proteins can

be utilized in chemical and biological sensing applications [110, 111]. In this Thesis,

Citrine that is modi�ed yellow �uorescent protein (YFP), was used. Citrine is known

for its stability to environmental conditions, its higher resistance to photobleaching, high

quantum yield of �uorescence and relatively long �uorescence lifetime [110, 112].

Emission spectrum of Citrine in solution is known to be sensitive to the variations of

pH in the range 4 � 7 [110], which is due to the protonation of the inner chromophore

and conformational structural changes which occur close to the chromophore at low pH

[92, 113]. In this Thesis, Citrine was used to monitor changes in pH values of di�erent

bu�er solutions.

Another important element which can in�uence emission properties of modi�ed pro-

teins is calcium ion. Ca2+ is one of the most important divalent cations present in the

biological cell, as well as in many body �uids. Calcium is an integral component of body

muscles, nervous system, bones, teeth, and it helps to produce enzymes and hormones

necessary for releasing energy in human body. Moreover, calcium plays a crucial role in

maintaining body metabolism and digestion. The e�ects of calcium ions on �uorescence

of di�erent proteins were thoroughly studied previously [86, 114]. Applications of �u-

orescent protein to monitor intracellular Ca2+ levels (down to µM concentrations) are

widely exploited [86, 115]. Particularly, Citrine was applied to monitor utterly low Ca

ions concentrations by Griesbeck and co-workers [110]. In this Thesis, Citrine was used

to detect µM concentrations of Ca2+ in bu�er solutions.
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Apart from pH, one of the factors which limits the use of �uorescent proteins in sensor

applications is their sensitivity to proteases. Proteases are known for their ability to

start catabolism which leads to the destruction of peptide bonds linking amino-acids in

proteins (so-called proteolysis) and thus, causing the collapse of protein structure. One

of the example of such kind of proteins which undergo proteolysis is those of globular

class. On the other hand, β-barrel proteins (to which Citrine belongs) are known to be

highly stable to proteolysis in solutions [93]. In this Thesis, Citrine deposited on EOF

surfaces, was tested for the changes in �uorescence spectrum when being exposed to

various proteases, such as trypsin, chymotrypsin, papain, and pepsin.

A thorough review of di�erent immobilization techniques on various types of surfaces

and their applications to chemical and biological sensing, can be found elsewhere [56].

However, to the best of our knowledge, there were no publications on Citrine site-speci�c

covalent immobilization on EOF surfaces and its utilization in sensing of pH, Ca ions,

and activity of various proteases.
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3.1 Monolayer deposition methods

3.1.1 Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method

5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(penta�uorophenyl)porphyrin (PFP) was synthesized in Laboratory

of Chemistry, Tampere University of Technology, using the standard procedure of monopy-

rrole condensation as described elsewhere [116]. Octadecylamine (ODA) (purity 97 %,

Sigma), chloroform (purity ≥ 99.8 %, HPLC grade, J.T. Baker), hexane (purity ≥ 99 %,

HPLC grade, Lab-Scan) and chromic sulfuric acid (H2SO4 ≥ 92 %, CrO3≥ 1.3 %,

Merck) were used as supplied. Bu�er was prepared with water puri�ed with a Milli-Q©

system (Millipore).

Standard multimode step-index �ber AFS 105/125Y (Thorlabs) with a core diameter

of 105 µm, a cladding diameter of 125 µm, and a NA of 0.22 was used to prepare

TOFs for LB deposition. The length of the TOFs waist and transition regions were 20

and 15 mm, respectively. Glass plates (Menzel-Gläser) with sizes 50 × 12 × 1 mm and

32× 12× 1 mm were used as substrates for reference samples. The detailed pre-cleaning

and LB deposition procedures can be found elsewhere [I]. All PFP/ODA �lms were

deposited with PFP concentrations of 10 mol-%. LB deposition of PFP was carried

out with a KSV 5000 instrument. The phosphate bu�er containing 1 mM Na2HPO4

and 0.2 mM NaH2PO4 (pH 6.5) was used as subphase for Langmuir �lms. A mixture

of PFP in chloroform, ODA in chloroform and hexane was spread over the subphase,

forming a �lm of PFP with required concentration in the ODA matrix. The immersion

depth of TOFs and reference glass samples varied between 20 and 44 mm in di�erent

experiments. The �lms were deposited at a surface pressure π = 25 mN/m.

3.1.2 Self-Assembled Monolayer (SAM) method

Porphyrins were synthesized in Laboratory of Chemistry, Tampere University of Tech-

nology, using previously described procedure [79]. Isopropylamine (purity ≥ 97 %, GC
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: The cross-sectional images of (a) HCPBGF [117] and (b) SCPCF used to
deposit monolayers of porphyrin.

grade) was purchased from Fluka and 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS, purity

97 %) was obtained from Aldrich; both were used as supplied. Chloroform (purity

≥ 99 %, GC grade, Sigma-Aldrich), dichloromethane (purity ≥ 99.8 %, HPLC grade,

Sigma-Aldrich), acetone (purity ≥ 99.8 %, HPLC grade, Sigma-Aldrich), chromic sulfu-

ric acid (H2SO4 ≥ 92 %, CrO3≥ 1.3 %, Merck), diethylamine (purity ≥ 99.5 %, Sigma-

Aldrich), hydrochloric acid (VWR), and sulfosuccinimidyl 4-[N-maleimidomethyl]cyclo-

hexane-1-carboxylate (sulfo-SMCC) (ProteoChem) were used as supplied. The coupling

bu�er (pH 7.2) for protein studies was prepared from 0.1 M sodium phosphate bu�er

and 5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Toluene (purity ≥ 99.8 %, HPLC

grade, VWR) was distilled over sodium prior to use. Water was puri�ed with a Milli-Q©

system (Millipore).

Standard multimode step-index �bers AFS 105/125Y (Thorlabs) and WF 105/125 AN

(Ceramoptec) with a core diameter of 105 µm, cladding diameter of 125 µm and a NA

of 0.22 were used to manufacture TOFs for porphyrin deposition. Standard multimode

step-index �ber UV 100/110 P (Ceramoptec) with core diameter of 100 µm, cladding

diameter of 110 µm and a NA of 0.22 was used to prepare EOFs for protein attachment.

HCPBGF HC19-1550-01 from Blazephotonics (Figure 3.1a) which has a core diameter

20 µm and pitch 3.9 µm was used. SCPCF was experimental �ber from Fiber Optics

Research Center of Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia (Figure 3.1b). SCPCF has

30 µm solid central core and twelve 25 µm holes.

The procedure of the SAM deposition of porphyrins was the same for TOFs and

PCFs. During porphyrin deposition on TOFs, glass plates 25× 12× 1 mm from Menzel-

Gläser were used as substrates for reference samples. Before the SAM procedure, TOFs

and reference glass samples were cleaned by successive immersion in dichloromethane,
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Figure 3.2: The structures of compounds together with the two reaction steps used to
functionalize TOFs, PCFs, and reference glass plates by the SAM porphyrin
layer [III].

acetone and water in an ultrasonic bath for 15, 2 and 5 minutes, respectively. They were

further treated with chromic sulfuric acid in ultrasonic bath for 15 min and then rinsed

with �owing water for 10 minutes. Then TOFs together with the reference glass plates

were �xed in the reaction cell.

Porphyrin attachment to TOFs and glass samples was achieved in two successive steps

as presented in Figure 3.2. The more detailed description of the SAM procedure can be

found elsewhere [III]. Shortly, the �rst step is the surface activation by APTMS, and

the second is the amidation reaction resulting in the formation of the porphyrin �lm.

During the �rst step, the solution of APTMS (210 µL) and isopropylamine (420 µL)

in dry toluene (20 mL) is injected into the reaction cell with TOFs and glass plates

(100 ◦C for 1 hour unless otherwise stated). During the second step, a solution of 70 µM

porphyrin in dry toluene was injected into the cell heated to 100 ◦C for 1 hour unless

otherwise stated.

A pressure cell (PC) was used to pump the required solutions through PCF. The PC

with installed �bers was kept under an absolute pressure of 6 bar of pure nitrogen. In

order to heat a �ber during the deposition procedure, a part of it was placed into a

glass vial �lled with glycerol heated to100 ◦C. Before the SAM procedure, chloroform,

acetone, water, 1 mM NaOH, and then water were successively injected into PC and

pumped through the �bers for 30 minutes each. After that PC was dried in the heated
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Figure 3.3: The structures of compounds together with the reaction step used to func-
tionalize SCPCFs and reference glass plates with the SAM porphyrin layer.

vacuum chamber (125 ◦C) for 2 hours.

Another procedure which can be utilized to deposit SAMs of porphyrins on glass

surfaces is shown in Figure 3.3. It was thoroughly described in [118]. In this case,

mono(triethoxysilane) porphyrin (MTESP) was deposited on the walls of the channels

of solid-core photonic crystal �bers (SCPCFs). MTESP was prepared from the corre-

sponding hydroxy-porphyrin by (i) acylation with 4-pentenoic acid under DCC/DMAP

conditions, and (ii) hydrosylilation of the terminal double bond with triethoxysilane cat-

alyzed by Karstedt catalyst (Platinum(0)-1,3-divinyl-1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane com-

plex). Optical �bers were pre-cleaned before the SAM procedure. Chloroform, acetone,

water, 1 mM NaOH, and water were successively injected into PC and pumped through

the �ber for 30 minutes each. After that, PC was dried under heat in vacuum chamber

(125 ◦C) for 2 hours. The PC with installed �bers was kept under an absolute pressure

3 bar of pure nitrogen. A part of �ber was heated by placing it into a glass vial �lled

with glycerol at 100 ◦C. The solution of MTESP (2 mg) and isopropylamine (400 µL) in

dry toluene (20 mL) was injected into the PC with installed �bers and pumped through

SCPCF by nitrogen pressure for 2 hours. After that, the �ber was washed with toluene,

toluene/acetone 1:1 and dichloromethane for 10 minutes, each step. Finally, the PC was

purged with nitrogen for 15 minutes.

The self-assembling scheme of porphyrins on PCFs was similar to that on TOFs as

shown in Figure 3.2. The more detailed description can be found elsewhere [IV]. The

solution of APTMS (100 µL) and isopropylamine (200 µL) in dry toluene (10 mL) was

injected into the PC which was �ushed with nitrogen for 1 hour. During the second step,

solution of 426 µM porphyrin in dry toluene was injected into the PC and it was pumped
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Figure 3.4: The structures of compounds together with three reaction steps used to func-
tionalize EOFs and reference glass plates by YFP SAM [V].

for 1 hour. PC was further purged with toluene and dichloromethane for 10 minutes to

remove all unreacted compounds.

The protein SAMs were deposited on EOFs and reference glass plates. The clean-

ing procedure for the substrates is described in more details elsewhere [V]. YFP self-

assembling on EOFs and glass plates was achieved in three successive steps as presented

in Figure 3.4. The �rst step is the surface activation by APTMS that is similar to that

described previously for STOFs [III]. The second step is the maleimide-activation of the

amino-modi�ed surface with cross-linker sulfo-SMCC, and the last step is the cross-link

of modi�ed YFP to the activated surface. A more detailed description of the two last

steps can be found in [V]. During the second step, amino-activated samples were im-

mersed into the solution of sulfo-SMCC crosslinker (8 mg) in the coupling bu�er (4 mL)

for 1 hour at room temperature. The maleimide-activated surface was incubated in the

puri�ed YFP (40 � 50 µM) at room temperature for 4 hours. The unbound proteins were

removed by washing the surfaces with the coupling bu�er. The surfaces with protein

SAMs were stored in the same bu�er with 0.02 % sodium azide at 4 ◦C for further usage.

3.2 Tapering and etching procedures. Measurements

of �ber pro�les

Two di�erent tapering workstations were used to prepare TOF samples. For LB �lm

deposition, tapered �bers were manufactured following the method proposed by Rusu
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3.2 Tapering and etching procedures. Measurements of �ber pro�les

and co-workers [20]. Shortly, the �ber was heated by two hydrogen-oxygen burners

equipped with separate gas �ow controllers. The �ber throughput during tapering was

monitored by launching the monitoring light at 532 nm into the �ber input and reading

the transmitted power continuously. The tapering rig was fully computer controlled. A

double-stage tapering strategy was applied. First, the �ber was pulled under a �xed

heated zone until the waist diameter reached the required value. Then the heated zone

size increased linearly with progressive pulling of the �ber until the target waist diameter

and length were reached. With this procedure, long-tapered optical �bers (LoTOFs)

having waist length 20 mm and transition region length 15 mm, were manufactured.

For SAM deposition of porphyrins, another tapering workstation consisted of two

translation stages equipped with �ber clamps and a ceramic heater was utilized [III].

The tapering rig was computer controlled as well. The procedure was divided into two

phases - a preheat phase and a tapering phase. During the preheat phase, the ceramic

heater temperature increased from 1200 °C to 1450 °C during 50 s without activating

the translating stages. In the tapering phase, the stages pulled the preheated �ber in

opposite directions with a speed of 20 µm/s for 130 s and 40 µm/s for 230 s. The

temperature of the heater during the tapering phase was kept at 1450 °C. With this

procedure, short-tapered optical �bers (STOFs) having waist length shorter than 10 mm

and transition region length 25 mm, were produced.

In order to prepare EOF samples, standard chemical etching procedure was em-

ployed [28]. Sulfuric acid (95 %, VWR) and 40 % water solution of hydro�uoric acid

(technical grade, Merck) were used as supplied. The polyimide bu�er of the �ber was

removed with 95 % water solution of sulfuric acid under 150 °C. Then, �bers were im-

mersed into 40 % water solution of hydro�uoric acid for 23 minutes, thus giving the

etched core diameter of around 70 µm.

After the pulling and etching procedures, diameters and transition slopes of TOFs

and EOFs were examined using a WYKO NT1000 surface pro�ler (Veeco Instruments

Inc.) in vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) mode with an optical resolution 2.5 µm

in lateral direction. Automated image analysis software was used to measure the taper

characteristics over the entire length.
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3 Materials and Methods

3.3 Steady-state spectroscopy of glass plates and

optical �bers

The absorption and emission spectra of the reference glass samples were acquired by a

Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer and Fluorolog 3 (Spex, ISA) �uorimeter, respec-

tively.

The absorption spectra of modi�ed �bers covered with the �lms of photoactive molecules

were measured using a setup shown in Figure 3.5a (marked as �Absorbance measure-

ments�). A tungsten halogen lamp AvaLight-HAL (Avantes) having an output optical

power of 700 µWwas used as a light source. The output beam was focused into a 200 µm

optical �ber to deliver the light to the samples under study. The signals transmitted by

modi�ed �bers were detected using a 200 µm optical �ber connected to a spectrometer

(AvaSpec�2048, Avantes). The spectrometer spectral resolution was 2.1 nm. The spec-

tra of transmitted light were recorded before and after molecular �lm deposition, and

further processed to determine the absorbance according to the Beer-Lambert law:

A = − log10

(
I

I0

)
(3.1)

where I0 is the reference �ber signal, i.e. the transmitted light intensity before the �lm

deposition, and I is the transmitted light signal after the deposition.

The emission spectra studies of modi�ed �bers were carried out either with the setup

shown in Figure 3.5a (marked as �Emission measurements�) or with the layout presented

in Figure 3.5b. Two diode lasers, LDH-P-C-405B (PicoQuant) and LDH-P-C-485 (Pico-

Quant) emitting at 405 and 483 nm, respectively, were used for excitation. The excitation

repetition rate was 40 MHz and the power at the input facet of �ber under study was

750 and 50 µW at 405 and 483 nm, respectively. The laser beam was collimated by

a telescope condenser, TC (F240APC-A, Thorlabs), giving the beam diameter around

3 mm at the surface of dichroic mirror, DM (NT47-267, Edmund Optics). The DM

re�ected light in the blue spectral region while transmitting the beam in the spectral

region above 520 nm. The re�ected laser beam was focused with the lens, L (LB1811,

f = 35 mm, Thorlabs) onto the facet of the �ber under study. The same �ber facet was

used to collect emission from the layer of photoactive molecules. After passing through

the DM, �uorescence was focused onto the facet of the 200 µm optical �ber connected

to AvaSpec�2048 spectrometer.
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Figure 3.5: The schemes of experimental setups used to measure (a) absorption spectra
(Absorbance measurements) and emission spectra along the tapered part of
modi�ed �bers (Emission measurements), and (b) emission spectra in sensor
applications. BFT � bare �ber terminator, TC � telescope condenser, DM �
dichroic mirror, L � lens.
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) method. TC �
telescopic condenser, L � lens, DM � dichroic mirror, PMT � photomulti-
plier tube, CFD � constant fraction discriminator, TAC � time-to-amplitude
converter, and MCA � multichannel analyzer.

3.4 Time-resolved measurements

3.4.1 Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)

Fluorescence decays of the samples in the nanosecond time scale were measured using a

time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) method (Figure 3.6) [119]. The samples

were excited by the laser pulses. The emission of samples was collected with the same

experimental setup shown previously in Figure 3.5b. The �uorescence of photoactive

molecules is focused with the lens and passed to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled

with a monochromator. PMT works in photon counting mode, which means that each

detected photon generates an electric pulse on the photomultiplier output.

The electric pulses from PMT are directed to the constant fraction discriminator

(CFD). CFD uses a constant fraction of the input pulse to generate square output pulse.

The triggering pulse (or so-called start pulse) from the diode laser and signal from CFD

(or so-called stop pulse) are passed to the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC), which is

the pulse controlled generator of linearly rising voltage. After the start pulse, the TAC

output voltage increases linearly with time until the emission photon pulse from CFD

stops the TAC generator. The output voltage of the TAC is proportional to the delay

between the excitation pulse and the �rst photon detected by PMT, and it is analyzed by

the multichannel analyzer (MCA). Each channel of MCA is associated with some voltage

interval and hence, with some delay time interval. After repeating excitation su�ciently

many times the MCA channels store information on number of photons detected at

di�erent delay time after excitation, which is emission time pro�le of the sample in
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Figure 3.7: Simpli�ed scheme of the �uorescence lifetime microscopy (FLM) instrument.
L � lens, M � mirror, F � �lter, BS � beamsplitter, DM � dichroic mirror,
PD � photodetector, CCD � charge-coupled device, SPAD � single-photon
avalanche diode.

response to the pulsed excitation.

The excitation wavelength in TCSPC studies was 405 nm, and the time resolution

was approximately 60 � 70 ps (FWHM of the instrument response function).

3.4.2 Fluorescence lifetime microscopy (FLM)

Fluorescence lifetime microscopy (FLM) is generally an imaging technique for producing

an image based on the di�erences in decay rate of the emission from a �uorescent sam-

ple. In this Thesis, the FLM images were obtained with the time-resolved �uorescence

microscopy instrument MicroTime-200 (PicoQuant GmBH, Berlin, Germany) coupled

to the inverted microscope Olympus IX71 (Olympus, Japan) (see Figure 3.7 for details).

This instrument uses a confocal light detection setup and the method of TCSPC for

data acquisition.

Studied �bers and reference glass plates (pre-installed into Olympus IX71 holder) are

illuminated with the diode laser. The laser beam is �rstly collimated with lens L1 and

then, about 15 % of it is re�ected by the beamsplitter (BS) to the photodiode (PD) which

is used to control the input laser power. The laser beam which passed through BS, is

then re�ected by the dichroic mirror (DM) and passed to the microscope Olympus IX71.

The microscope objective focuses the excitation beam into single spot at the sample. The

same objective collects the sample emission, which is passed back to DM. The sample

holder is mounted on a special XY-scanner which allows to scan the sample and obtain

an image. Charge-coupled device (CCD) is utilized to monitor
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the backscattered excitation light. CCD makes it possible to optimize the position and
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405 nm600-800 nm

FLM 
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40x
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excitationemission

FLM 
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Figure 3.8: Schemes used to obtain: (a) FLM images along PCFs, (b) cross-sectional
FLM images of PCFs with attached porphyrins [IV], and (c) FLM images
of TOFs, EOFs, and reference glass plates with attached porphyrins and
proteins.

quality of the excitation light focus.

The �uorescence from the studied samples is collected by the Olympus IX71 optics and

passed through DM and a �lter F2 to select photons in the wavelength range of interest.

Furthermore, two lenses, L1 and L2, and a pinhole are used for the spatial �ltration

of the signal, i.e. to reject photons emitted not from the focus spot of the microscope

objective. Finally, the sample emission is passed to the single-photon avalanche diode

(SPAD) which works in the single-photon counting regime. Two shutters are installed

in the excitation beam path and in front of the SPAD to ensure safe operation of the

system. The obtained FLM images give information about the intensity (brightness)

and average lifetime (color) of the samples in question.

Two diode lasers from PicoQuant GmBH were utilized to carry out FLM studies pre-

sented in this Thesis, LDH-P-C-405B and LDH-P-C-485 emitting at 405 and 483 nm, re-
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3.4 Time-resolved measurements

spectively. The latter was used to excite samples with attached proteins. DMs Z405RDC

(re�ectivity R > 90 % for wavelengths below 405 nm; transmission T > 85 % for wave-

lengths 430 � 800 nm) and Z500DCXR (R > 90 % for wavelength range between 405 and

491 nm; T > 90 % for wavelengths 507 � 700 nm) were utilized to study samples with

deposited porphyrins and proteins, respectively. Both DMs are from AHF Analysetech-

nik, Germany. Filters F2 HQ430LP (T > 90 % for wavelengths higher than 467 nm)

and HQ510LP (T > 90 % for wavelengths higher than 520 nm) were used to obtain

�uorescence signals from samples with deposited porphyrins and proteins, respectively.

Both �lters are from Chroma Technology Corp., USA. Microscope objective 100× (with

spatial resolution 0.3 µm) applied with the immersion oil, was used to study the �uores-

cence from PCFs. All other measurements were carried out with 40× objective (0.5 µm

spatial resolution). The maximum scan area was 80×80 µm2and the time resolution was

60 � 70 ps. The manufacture software was used to calculate the lifetime map images.

Three di�erent detection schemes were used to study functionalized �bers and glass

plates, as shown in Figure 3.8. The 100× objective (with a NA 0.8) with the immersion

oil was used to study the distributions of �uorescence lifetime and intensities along

modi�ed PCFs (Figure 3.8a). The immersion oil between the objective and sample

enables to observe �ber cross-section, since the refractive index of the oil matches that

of the �ber. With this method molecular layer deposited inside the channels of PCFs

were studied. The 40× air-spaced objective with a NA 0.65 was utilized to obtain the

cross-sectional FLM images of PCFs with attached porphyrins (Figure 3.8b). It was also

used to obtain FLM images of TOFs, EOFs, and reference glass samples modi�ed with

porphyrins and proteins (see Figure 3.8c).
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4 Results and discussion

4.1 Long-tapered optical �bers (LoTOFs)

4.1.1 Steady-state spectroscopy of LB �lms

Absorption and emission spectra of 10 mol-% PFP LB �lms covering LoTOFs were

measured [I]. Absorbance of LoTOFs is at least 80 times higher than that of reference

glass plates as shown in Figure 4.1a. The absorption peak positions are in a good

agreement with those reported previously for glass samples [81]. Soret band maxima at

427 nm of the three LoTOF samples and Q band peak at 505 nm of 10 µm LoTOF sample

were expected to be higher than those measured in the experiment. The discrepancy

is due to the instrumental e�ects which are low intensity of the monitoring light in

the blue spectral region, high absorption of the samples, and reduced sensitivity of the

spectrometer in the blue region of the spectrum.

The results of absorption studies are brought together in Table 4.1 [I]. The positions

of the absorption bands of LoTOF samples are in a good agreement with those obtained

for the reference glass plates.

Typical emission spectra of studied TOFs together with the normalized spectrum of

1.8 µM solution of PFP in chloroform are presented in Figure 4.1b. There are three

peaks in the emission spectrum of PFP �lm deposited on the �at glass sample (at 640,

663 and 704 nm), and only two maxima are observed for TOFs, at 650 and 703 nm. The

latter resembles the emission spectrum in solution which also has two maxima, but at

slightly di�erent wavelengths, 639 and 707 nm. The emission spectrum of the �lm on a

�at surface of the glass plate has a shape with three peaks as reported previously [81],

while the spectra of �lms on tapered �bers have two peaks that is typical for disordered

aggregates of tetraarylporphyrins in LB �lms [120]. It is clear from Figure 4.1b that

PFP in ODA matrix shows di�erent aggregation properties depending on whether it has

been deposited on a glass plane or on an optical waveguide with a curved surface.

Emission spectra measurements were used to optimize geometry of conical part of
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Figure 4.1: (a) Absorption spectra of long tapered optical �bers (LoTOFs) (left Y-axis)
having di�erent tip diameters, d , and reference glass plate (right Y-axis).
(b) Corrected emission spectra of 1.8 µM solution of PFP in chloroform
(right Y-axis, excitation wavelength is 411 nm), and 10 mol-% PFP in ODA
matrix monolayer on a glass sample (right Y-axis, excitation wavelength is
427 nm), and 10 mol-% PFP in ODA matrix �lmed on LoTOF with tip
diameter d = 20 µm, measured at a distance 21.5 mm from tip end (left
Y-axis, excitation wavelength is 404 nm) [I].

Table 4.1: Absorbance of di�erent LoTOFs and reference glass sample covered with
monolayer of 10-mol% of PFP in ODA [I]. Positions of the bands, λmax,
are given in nm.

Sample Soret band Q-bands
λmax A λmax A λmax A λmax A λmax A

1.8 µM of
PFP in

chloroform
413 0.588 506 0.041 � � 584 0.014 � �

Glass plate 426 0.018 504 0.003 537 0.001 578 0.001 � �

LoTOF
d = 20 µm

425 0.397 504 0.193 538 0.077 580 0.078 644 0.029

LoTOF
d = 15 µm

426 1.224 504 0.729 537 0.316 578 0.389 646 0.146

LoTOF
d = 10 µm

424 1.549 505 1.264 538 0.758 578 0.833 644 0.398
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Figure 4.2: Typical distribution of emission intensity taken along LoTOF with tip diam-
eter 10 µm [II]. In the region 0− 12 mm the linear �t was used.

tapered �ber employing the scheme shown in Figure 3.5a and marked as �Emission

measurements�. Distribution of emission intensity along �ber optical axis, taken at PFP

�uorescence maximum at 650 nm and presented in Figure 4.2, can be used as indicator of

evanescence �eld at the �ber surface. Based on the presented results, it can be concluded

that in order to obtain high enough emission intensity, it is enough to taper and cut

TOFs near the transitional region (to produce so-called STOFs) rather than to obtain a

long region with small diameter (LoTOFs).

4.1.2 Fluorescence lifetime microscopy (FLM) measurements of

LB �lms

Typical �uorescence lifetime images obtained for PFP layers on �at quartz substrate

and TOF are presented in Figure 4.3, which unambiguously shows that PFP aggregates

di�erently on plane and curved surfaces. On a �at glass surface a grained structure

of PFP in ODA was typically observed after LB deposition. The characteristic size of

the PFP domains in this case was found to be a few micrometers. On the other hand,

FLM images of LoTOFs showed uniform PFP/ODA distribution with a minimum FLM

spatial resolution of 0.5 µm.

White line rectangles in Figure 4.3 mark regions used to study the �uorescence decay

pro�les of the samples. Typical �uorescence decay curves of PFP/ODA �lms on a

reference glass plate and on LoTOF are shown in Figure 4.4. A bi-exponential decay �t

gave lifetimes τ1 = 417±8 ps (97 %) and τ2 = 2.32±0.19 ns (3 %) resulting in the average

weighted emission lifetime of τAV = 0.47 ± 0.01 ns for LoTOFs, and τ1 = 2.6 ± 0.06 ns

(87 %) and τ2 = 5.04± 0.29 ns (13 %) with average lifetime τAV = 2.92± 0.09 ns for the
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4.1 Long-tapered optical �bers (LoTOFs)

Figure 4.3: Two typical images showing �uorescence intensity and lifetime distributions
over glass plate sample (left-hand side image) and LoTOF (d = 15 µm, right-
hand side image) covered with 10 mol-% PFP/ODA �lms. FLM image of
glass plate sample has size 60× 40 µm2; FLM image of tapered �ber sample
has size 24×80 µm2. At each point, brightness and color denote intensity and
average lifetime of �uorescence, respectively. White rectangles show areas
used to obtain �uorescence decay curves.
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Figure 4.4: Fluorescence decay curves of 10 mol-% PFP/ODA �lm on glass plate and
LoTOF with tip diameter d = 15 µm [I].

glass plate. The latter values are in a good agreement with results reported previously

[81], namely τ1 = 3.0± 0.65 ns and τ2 = 5.5± 0.35 ns.

The �uorescence lifetime decay pro�les of the PFP/ODA �lms on LoTOFs are multi-

exponential with average weighted �uorescence lifetime of 0.5 ns. These properties are

typical for porphyrin aggregates in LB �lms, and they arise from inter-chromophore

interaction, energy transfer and enhanced quenching of the excited state. Contrary to

that, the excited state lifetime of the PFP �lm on the �at surface is almost as long as that

of PFP in solution. The proposed explanation for this phenomenon is the formation of

J�type aggregates with a low density of defects responsible for excited state quenching.

The study presented in this Thesis reveals that surface curvature can be the factor
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increasing the number of defects (another phenomenon leading to the increased number

of defects is the PFP concentration decrease) and thus reducing the lifetime of the excited

state. Emission properties, spectra and lifetimes of the PFP �lms deposited on LoTOFs

are similar to those of many other LB �lms of tetraarylporphyrins encapsulated in lipid

matrices [120, 121].

Another important observation is the di�erent topology of the molecular layers formed

on �at (glass plates) and curved (LoTOFs) surfaces. Relatively big domains, of microm-

eter size, can be seen for �lms on �at surfaces (see Figure 4.3, left-hand side image).

On the other hand, layers covering LoTOFs show an almost homogeneous coverage of

the surface (see Figure 4.3, right-hand side image), which indicates that the aggregate

sizes are much smaller than the spatial resolution of the FLM instrument used (0.5 µm).

Thus, for aggregates of smaller size the lifetime of the excited state is shorter, and

their internal organization is probably rather disordered, as is the case with most other

porphyrins [120�122].

Since the same Langmuir layer was used to deposit PFP �lms onto both �at and curved

surfaces, but di�erent aggregates were found on the surfaces with di�erent curvatures,

the �lm restructuring must happen at the meniscus. The radius of curvature of the

meniscus is much smaller for the �bers than that for the 12 mm wide glass plates. The

characteristic size of PFP domains found on a �at surface, 1 � 2 µm, is comparable with

the optical �ber diameter and the size of the meniscus curvature around �bers in the

LB trough. The small curvature size most likely forces the micron-sized PFP domains

to break into smaller domains with a rather disordered structure and relatively large

number of defects (that is also con�rmed by the results of studies presented before in

Section 4.1.1), thus reducing the lifetime of the singlet excited state.

4.2 Short-tapered optical �bers (STOFs)

4.2.1 Steady-state spectroscopy of porphyrin SAM �lms

Real-time steady-state absorption studies

Figure 4.5 shows the absorption spectra of the glass plates covered with the SAM layers of

porphyrin deposited on both sides. The time of surface activation with APTMS (step 1,

Figure 3.2) was varied from 1 to 5 hours, while the time of porphyrin attachment was

18 hours for all samples. It is seen from the �gure that there are no essential di�erences

in absorbance between the samples with di�erent activation times, and the average
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Figure 4.5: (a) The absorption spectra of glass plates covered with porphyrin SAM and
(b) its zoomed-in image in the Soret band region. The surface activation time
was varied from 1 to 5 hours, and the functionalization time of 18 hours was
kept the same for all samples [III].

absorbance value obtained at 422 nm is 0.011± 0.002 (see Figure 4.5a). Therefore, the

activation time of glass samples and STOFs during SAM deposition was chosen to be

1 hour in all further experiments.

To the best of our knowledge, results presented in work [III] are novel since previously,

there were no measurements of glass surface activation time by APTMS in toluene at

high temperature. The activation time varied between 3 and 20 hours in di�erent studies

[72, 77, 78] and there were no detailed investigations carried out during the deposition

of molecular layers of aminosilanes at 100 ◦C on glass surfaces. It was previously demon-

strated by Kurth and co-authors [123] that using the vapor phase adsorption method

the molecular monolayer of APTMS can be deposited in 5 minutes. Since deposition is

a di�usion process and it should be slower in a liquid phase, the SAM deposition time

of APTMS dissolved in toluene can be expected within 5 � 60 minutes at high tem-

peratures. In another study, silica substrates with deposited acetate-terminated silanes

were investigated using atomic force microscopy [124]. The measurements in solutions

of dicyclohexyl at room temperature revealed the increase of surface roughness after

1 hour of the deposition procedure, which was attributed to the formation of multilayer

structures of deposited molecules. The study presented in this Thesis, shows that the

surface activation is completed within 1 hour [III].

The formation of the free-base porphyrin SAM on STOF surface (step 2, Figure 3.2)

was monitored by recording the absorption spectra during the reaction. The setup used

in this study was the same as that shown in Figure 3.5a (marked as `Absorbance mea-
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Figure 4.6: The real-time measurements of absorption at 560 and 605 nm during the por-
phyrin SAM deposition on STOFs. The surface activation time was 60 min-
utes [III].

surements') with the tapered part of the �ber placed into the reactor. The absorbance

time pro�les at two wavelengths, 560 and 605 nm, corresponding to the maxima of the

two absorption bands, are presented in Figure 4.6 together with the reaction tempera-

ture plot. At both wavelengths the absorbance doubled during the �rst 40 minutes when

the temperature was increased from 80 to 105 ◦C. During the following 345 minutes, the

absorption values slightly increased from 0.38 to 0.51 and from 0.23 to 0.30 at 560 and

605 nm, respectively.

The presented results are in agreement with other authors who deposited Zn-porphyrins

on glass surfaces using the SAM procedure [72]. They demonstrated that after 1 hour,

the chemical reaction of porphyrin attachment had already reached its completion. It

is clearly seen from Figure 4.6 that the formation of SAM monolayer on the surface

of STOF is completed during the �rst hour of the deposition process. The absorption

increases only slightly during following 5 hours, which can be explained by the forma-

tion of multilayered porphyrin structures on the STOF surfaces. Indeed, absorbance is

proportional to the molecular density on a surface and therefore, rapid increase of A

during �rst 60 minutes means the increase of porphyrin density on STOF surface, whilst

slow increase of absorbance during the next 5 hours can indicate that the molecules are

somehow imbricated on top of each other.

Steady-state absorption and emission spectra

The absorption spectra of the STOF and the reference glass plate are presented in

Figure 4.7a. The absorbance of STOF at 515 nm is about 0.24, which is at least 60 times

higher than that measured for the reference glass sample. It is worth mentioning that the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Two typical absorption spectra of porphyrin �lms covalently attached to
the surfaces of the reference glass plate and STOF. (b) The corrected emission
spectrum of the STOF having tip diameter 15 µm together with those of the
reference glass sample and 80 µM solution of porphyrin in toluene [III].

Table 4.2: Absorbance of STOFs and reference glass plate covered with free-base por-
phyrin SAMs [III]. Positions of the bands, λmax, are given in nm.

Sample Soret band Q-bands
λmax A λmax A λmax A λmax A λmax A

Glass plate 431 0.044 515 0.004 553 0.003 597 0.002 648 0.001

STOF
d = 15 µm

429 1.16 517 0.241 554 0.185 599 0.107 646 0.092

total sensitivity and dynamic range of the spectrometer in the region around 400 nm is

lower than in the red part of the spectrum as it was the case for steady-state spectroscopy

studies of LB PFP on LoTOFs. Therefore, no absorption comparison can be made

between STOFs and reference glass samples at 430 nm. The absorption values of the

reference glass plates are in good agreement with the previously reported results of

similar porphyrin SAMs on quartz plates [75]. The results of absorption measurements

are summarized in Table 4.2. It is evident that Soret and Q-band positions in the

absorption spectra of STOFs are in good agreement with those measured for reference

glass plates.

The emission measurements of STOFs modi�ed with porphyrin SAMs were carried out

using the setup shown in Figure 3.5b. The corrected emission spectra are shown in Figure

4.7b, revealing two peaks at 648 and 718 nm. In order to �t into the plot, corrected

emission spectrum of the solution of 80 µM porphyrin in toluene was normalized. The

positions of emission maxima are in a good agreement with those measured for the
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(a)
(b)

Figure 4.8: Two typical images showing the �uorescence intensity and lifetime distribu-
tions of porphyrin SAMs over the reference glass sample (a), and the tapered
part of the STOF with d = 23 µm (b). Sizes of FLM images are 28×28 µm2

and 28 × 74 µm2 for glass plate and STOF, respectively. At each point,
brightness and color denote intensity and average lifetime of molecular �uo-
rescence, respectively. White rectangles show areas used to calculate average
�uorescence lifetime.

reference glass sample and solution of 80 µM porphyrin in toluene. Therefore, the

spectroscopic properties of porphyrin SAMs are independent of the surface curvature,

which was not the case for the LB deposited �lms on LoTOFs and �at glass substrates

[I, II]. Moreover, the wavelengths of emission maxima match with those at 650 and

710 nm reported previously [75].

4.2.2 Time-resolved measurements of SAM �lms

In order to study the homogeneity of deposited porphyrin molecules, FLM measurements

were carried out [III]. The �uorescence lifetime and intensity distributions of porphyrin

SAMs on the STOFs and glass plates were obtained using FLM instrument. Two typical

images are shown in Figure 4.8. In spite of a few bright spots of micrometer size, the

two surfaces are covered homogeneously by the porphyrin SAMs. The areas containing

bright spots have slight deviations from the average value of the �uorescence lifetime

and presumably they can be ascribed to the polymerization of APTMS taking place at

these very spots during the �rst step of the SAM procedure (step 1, Figure 3.2), and

the formation of big porphyrin aggregates at the second step (step 2, Figure 3.2).

The white rectangles in Figure 4.8 show the regions used to calculate accumulative
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Figure 4.9: A typical �uorescence decay curve of the STOF covered with porphyrin SAM
[III].

Table 4.3: Average weighted �uorescence lifetimes of free-base porphyrin covering sur-
faces of STOF and reference glass plate. Pre-exponential amplitudes are given
in parentheses [III].

Sample τ1, ns τ2, ns τ3, ns τAV , ns
Glass plate 0.16± 0.01 (75 %) 0.62± 0.02 (24 %) 2.79± 0.19 (1 %) 0.30± 0.01

STOF
d = 15 µm

0.18± 0.01 (73 %) 0.69± 0.02 (25 %) 3.01± 0.13 (2 %) 0.36± 0.01

�uorescence decays, which were further used to evaluate the average weighted emis-

sion lifetimes of the samples. A typical �uorescence decay curve for STOF is given in

Figure 4.9. Although three exponential decay models were used to �t the �uorescence

decays, the individual lifetime has no physical meaning. Therefore, the average weighted

�uorescence lifetimes were calculated and summarized in Table 4.3.

The �uorescence lifetimes of SAMs on glass plates and STOFs are in a good agreement

with each other with the di�erence between the two values being less than 17 %. The

main contributions to these values are from the short-lived components, which were

0.18 ns (73 %) for the STOF and 0.16 ns (75 %) for the glass sample. The longer-

lived components, 0.69 and 0.62 ns, gave 25 % and 24 % contributions to the weighted

average �uorescence lifetime value for the STOF and glass plate, respectively, and only

less than 2 % of the average �uorescence lifetime value came from the 3.0 ns (STOF)

and 2.8 ns (reference glass sample) components. The obtained average lifetime of the

free-base porphyrin deposited on the glass surface is six times shorter than that reported

for single-bridged free-base porphyrin deposited on top of ITO electrode (1.7 ns) [77].

The short-lived emission can be attributed to more densely packed porphyrin SAMs
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reported in this Thesis. Indeed, absorbance obtained in the studies presented in this

Thesis (see Figure 4.7a, crosses) is higher than that measured in [77] meaning a more

dense package of porphyrins in molecular layers reported here.

4.2.3 Geometry optimization of the coned part of STOFs

Modeling of molecular �uorescence at the coned part of STOF
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Figure 4.10: (a) Ray path in linearly tapered optical �ber (LTOF). (b) Radius pro�les
of TOFs of di�erent geometries. For the list of abbreviations used in legend
see Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Radius pro�les, a(z), along the �ber optical axis, z, for TOFs of di�erent
geometries. a(z) and z are given in µm and mm, respectively.
Equation A B Abbreviation

a(z) = Az +B -3.67 62.5
Linearly tapered optical �ber

(LTOF)

a(z) = A
z2+B

1917.61 30.68
Inverse squared tapered optical

�ber (ISTOF)

a(z) = A
z+B

127.84 2.05
Hyperbolically tapered optical

�ber (HTOF)

a(z) = A√
z+B

29.26 0.22
Inverse square root tapered
optical �ber (ISRTOF)

The propagation of light in TOF can be modeled with ray optics. As it is seen from

Figure 4.10a, the angle α(z) between the incident beam and normal to the interface in

TOF region depends on the core radius, a(z), as [10]:
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4.2 Short-tapered optical �bers (STOFs)

α(z) = arccos

[
ai cosα

a(z)

]
− Γ, (4.1)

where Γ is the tapering angle [10]:

Γ = arctan

[
ai − a0
L

]
(4.2)

and ai and a0 are radii of the core at the beginning and end of the tapered region.

The radii pro�les, a(z), along the �ber optical axis are given in Table 4.4 and shown in

Figure 4.10b for di�erent geometries of tapered region .

Thus, substituting eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) into eq. (2.4), the dependence of penetration

depth dp on the position z can be expressed as:

dp(z) =
λ

2π

{
n2
co sin2

[
arccos

(
ai cosα

a(z)

)
− arctan

(
ai − a0
L

)]
− n2

cl

}−1/2

(4.3)

Substituting dp corresponding to di�erent TOF geometries into eq. (2.3), EW intensity

distributions can be obtained. Figure 4.11a presents results of calculations carried out

for a typical multimode �ber with refractive indices of the core and cladding 1.48 and

1.46 at 430 nm, respectively (AFS 105/125 Y from Thorlabs). As expected, when moving

from higher to lower diameter values along TOF, the evanescent �eld begins to escape

�rst for 1√
z
pro�le. For the geometry corresponding to LTOF, the evanescent �eld begins

to escape at the very end of the tapered part of the �ber. In this Thesis, TOFs with

pro�le roughly corresponding to 1
z2

function were used.

The changes in the intensity of the guided light, dI(z), when moving along the tapered

part of the �ber from higher to lower diameter values, can be expressed as follows:

dI(z) = −2I(z)

a(z)
·
(

ai
a(z)

)2

·
[
1− 10−A

]
· exp

(
−2 · δ(z)

dp(z)

)
dz (4.4)

where I(z) is the excitation beam intensity distribution along optical axis z; A is the

�lm absorption coe�cient; and δ(z) is the cladding layer thickness. The cladding layer

thickness, δ(z), was considered to satisfy the following condition in all further calcula-

tions:

δ(z) = a(z) ·
(
acl
ai
− 1

)
(4.5)

where acl is the radius of cladding layer in bare, untapered �ber.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Evanescent �eld distributions along TOF surfaces corresponding to dif-
ferent geometries of tapers. (b) Fluorescence intensity distributions along
optical axes of TOFs for di�erent geometries of TOFs. For the list of abbre-
viations see Table 4.4. Fiber is AFS 105/125Y from Thorlabs, α = 89◦,
nco = 1.48, ncl = 1.46, laser power at the �ber input 100 µW, and
λ = 430 nm.

Substituting dp(z) that corresponds to di�erent TOF geometries into eq. (4.4) and

solving di�erential equation (using Matlab software function ode45), the distribution of

excitation beam intensity along optical axis z of TOF, can be obtained. The �uorescence

intensity distribution, Ifl(z), is proportional to the variation of excitation beam intensity:

Ifl(z) ∝ −∆I(z) (4.6)

Thus, the distribution of �uorescence intensity along optical axis z can be determined

by solving eq (4.4). The results of calculations are presented in Figure 4.11b for which

α = 89◦, nco = 1.48, ncl = 1.46, λ = 430 nm, laser power at the �ber input is 100 µW, and

absorption coe�cient is 1. As it is clearly seen, the most broad pro�le corresponds to the

linear geometry of TOF, whilst the narrowest region from which molecular �uorescence

can be observed has TOF with 1√
z
pro�le. Comparing Figures 4.10b and 4.11b it can be

noticed that for all TOF pro�les, the maximum emission density corresponds to approx.

25 µm radius of TOF, which corresponds to about 4 µm thickness of cladding layer. At

this δ(z), the �ber guided light starts to be absorbed by the molecular layer deposited

on its surface and the �uorescence becomes visible at the �ber surface.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Distribution of emission intensity at 650 nm taken along the STOF axis
(circles) and diameter pro�le of the tapered �ber (crosses) [III]. (b) Exper-
imental distribution of emission intensity at 650 nm taken along the STOF
axis (circles), and emission intensity calculated using eqs. (4.4) and (4.6)
(solid line).

Experimental determination of the optimum diameter of STOFs

In order to optimize STOF geometry for sensor applications, two di�erent emission

detection schemes were utilized. The �rst scheme is shown in Figure 3.5a (marked as

�Emission measurements�, will be further referred to as lateral measurements). It was

used to measure the �uorescence intensity of porphyrin SAMs (or equivalently, relative

EW intensity) at the surfaces of STOFs along the optical axes of �bers. The spatial

resolution was 0.25 mm (determined by the diameter of the core of �ber used for emission

collection). The spectrometer sampling intervals were set to integration times between 5

and 10 s. The area on the surface of a STOF, from which emission was collected during

one sampling, varied between 0.05 and 0.2 mm2 for di�erent STOF diameters. The

typical distribution of emission intensity at 650 nm along the �ber optical axis together

with the STOF diameter pro�le are shown in Figure 4.12a. The �uorescence intensity

distribution clearly shows the region of the EW �eld maximum between 21 and 29 mm

along the �ber optical axis, which corresponds to the coned part diameter between 35

and 82 µm, and the intensity maximum is observed at the �ber diameter of 55 µm.

Figure 4.12b shows results of calculations according to the model discussed above

together with experimental data. Theoretical calculations were carried out by solving

eqs. (4.4) and (4.6) with α = 81.7◦, λ = 430 nm, nco = 1.48, ncl = 1.46, and the �lm

absorption coe�cient 0.02. The position of theoretical curve maximum is in reasonable

agreement with that obtained in experiments (the accuracy is limited by the measure-
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Figure 4.13: The dependence of emission intensity at 650 nm from the STOF on the im-
mersion depth into toluene (circles), and the �ber diameter pro�le (crosses).

ments of STOF radius pro�le). As it is seen, the width of theoretical curve is narrower

than that of experimental curve. One of the proposed explanations for it is the high

value of �lm absorption coe�cient used in the calculations.

In the studies discussed above, the porphyrin emission was gathered from quite a small

area of STOF. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of �uorescence signals and

to enable the usage of modi�ed STOFs as sensors, the experimental setup presented in

Figure 3.5b was utilized. In this case, the �uorescence from porphyrin molecules was

collected from the whole coned part of the tapered �ber. During these studies, the coned

part was dipped into toluene which has a slightly higher refractive index than that of the

cladding layer, thus letting the light to escape from the �ber at the interface between

cladding layer and toluene. The depth of immersion was controlled by micrometer screw

with an accuracy of 0.01 mm. The results of these measurements together with the

diameter pro�le are summarized in Figure 4.13. There is virtually no change in the

emission intensity when immersing the �ber up to the taper diameter of 30 µm, which

means that the excitation light does not reach the thinner part of the �ber. At the

diameter of 48 µm the emission intensity halves, and almost no emission is observed

when the �ber is dipped down to the diameter of 60 µm, i.e. there is no EW �eld at the

surface of the �ber since all the light escapes from the core into the vial with toluene.

The maximum emission intensity was detected at 55 µm diameter of STOF, which cor-

responds to the cladding layer thickness of 4.4 µm. The incident angle α corresponding

to this thickness can be assessed with eq. (2.4), which gives 81.45 ± 0.02◦ (penetration

depth, dp, is taken to be equal to the cladding layer thickness). According to the optical

�ber speci�cations, the critical angle αC for the straight part of the �ber is 81.43◦. The

critical angle αC(z) for this penetration depth, dp, calculated using eq. (4.1) with cosαC
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4.2 Short-tapered optical �bers (STOFs)

substituted for cosα, is 70.1± 1.2◦. Therefore, the calculated critical angle αC(z) which

corresponds to the diameter of the coned part 55 µm is smaller than the incident angle

of the re�ected beam of 81.45◦, for which the penetration depth dp is 4.4 µm. Thus,

results obtained using the lateral emission collection layout (see Figure 3.5a, marked as

�Emission measurements�) are in a good agreement with the theory which predicts that

TIR occurs at the incident angle greater than 70.1◦.

Figure 4.12a shows that the EW �eld reaches the surface when the STOF diameter

is 82 µm and it increases as the diameter decreases to 55 µm. Because of the high

porphyrin absorbance at the Soret band region, the EW is absorbed when it reaches the

porphyrin layer, which leads to the decrease of the light intensity guided by the �ber.

This results in two-fold lower �uorescence intensity at coned part with diameter of 35 µm,

and no �uorescence between 25 and 15 µm waist since all excitation light is absorbed

before the light reaches taper part with 25 µm diameter. Thus, according to the lateral

emission measurements, the optimal diameter of tapered �ber is between 35 and 55 µm.

This conclusion is also con�rmed by the results shown in Figure 4.13 (obtained using

the layout presented in Figure 3.5b). When the coned part with a diameter lower than

30 µm is immersed into toluene, there is almost no change in the porphyrin emission

intensity. Thus, this tapered part of the �ber does not contribute to the �uorescence

signal collected by the spectrometer. These measurements show that the optimal TOF

diameter is close to 48 µm.

Summarizing the results of steady-state �uorescence studies discussed in this Sec-

tion, the optimal diameter of the coned part of TOF has to be in the range between

35 µm (lateral measurements, Figure 4.12a) and 48 µm (toluene immersion measure-

ments, Figure 4.13). Besides, as it is seen from Figure 4.12b, results obtained with the

theoretical model which was used to calculate EW distribution along modi�ed STOF,

are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.

4.2.4 pH measurements

The main aim of the studies presented in [III] was to demonstrate the sensor application

potentials of porphyrin functionalized STOFs. Porphyrins are known to undergo mono-

and di-protonation in acidic media, which results in gradual change of both absorption

and emission spectra [125]. To monitor emission spectrum change, the functionalized

�ber was immersed into water solutions of hydrochloric acid, HCl, with pH from 0.05 to

4. In these experiments the scheme presented in Figure 3.5b was used. The STOF was

successively immersed into media with di�erent acidities for 20 s. During this period, the
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Figure 4.14: (a) The corrected emission spectra of the STOF with tip end diameter
d = 15 µm. The �ber was successively immersed into water (squares),
100 mM HCl for one minute (smooth curve), 2 M HCl for one minute
(crosses), and water for two minutes (triangles). (b) The dependence of the
ratio of two emission maxima on the pH value for di�erent concentrations
of hydrochloric acid [III].

emission spectra were measured. After that, the tapered �ber was washed in water for

2 minutes and then the spectrum was recorded to verify the porphyrin layer recovery.

Full recovery of the emission spectrum was observed down to pH values of 0.6. Two

emission spectra of protonated porphyrin on STOF in 100 mM HCl (pH 1) and 2 M HCl

(pH < 0.5) are shown in Figure 4.14a together with those corresponding to porphyrin

SAM on STOF in pure water. These spectra reveal changes typical for the free-base

porphyrin protonated forms. The initial �uorescence peaks at 648 and 718 nm were

transformed into a peak at 710 nm for 100 mM HCl solution and then into a broad peak

at 700 nm for 2 M HCl solution.

The obtained dependence of the ratio of emission intensities at 650 to 718 nm on pH

of the solutions is shown in Figure 4.14b. It is worth mentioning that the protonation

was reversible in hydrochloric acid down to pH value of 0.6, and only at the higher

concentrations of the acid corresponding to pH < 0.6 the degradation of the optical

sensor was observed. It is clearly seen from Figure 4.14b that the pH dependence is

convincingly �tted with two linear approximations having a turning point at a pH value

around 1.5. The linear �t from pH 3.8 to 1.6 can be ascribed to the mono-protonated

state of the freebase porphyrin. The second linear approximation from pH 1.6 to 0.2 can

be attributed to the di-protonated form of the free-base porphyrin. This phenomenon

was previously shown by other researchers [105, 126]. The results clearly indicate that
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Figure 4.15: Typical absorption spectra of etched optical �ber (EOF) with d = 70 µm
and STOF (d = 15 µm) modi�ed with free-base porphyrin SAM.

modi�ed STOF can be utilized as pH sensor in the range 0.6 � 3.8.

4.3 Etched optical �bers (EOFs)

Etched optical �bers (EOFs) were used for SAM deposition of free-base- and Zn-porphyrins,

and modi�ed yellow �uorescent protein (YFP).

4.3.1 Steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopy of porphyrin

SAM �lms

In order to �nd out the optimum tip diameter of EOFs, optical �bers were etched down

to various diameters: 35, 45, 55, and 70 µm. Then, EOFs were modi�ed with free-

base porphyrin using two steps scheme shown in Figure 3.2. Steady-state absorption

spectra were recorded with the setup schematically shown in Figure 3.5a and marked as

�Absorbance measurements�. The studies revealed that EOFs with tip diameter 70 µm

show quite reasonable absorbance at Soret and last two Q-bands when compared with

STOFs (see Figure 4.15). In all further studies the 70 µm EOFs with transitional regions

about 0.8 mm were used.

Emission spectrum studies were carried out with the setup shown in Figure 3.5b. In

order to check the optimum tip length, EOF was immersed into toluene (since refrac-

tive index of toluene is higher than that of �ber core, there are signi�cant light losses

when EOF is immersed into toluene). The depth of immersion was controlled by mi-

crometer screw with an accuracy of 0.5 mm. The results of these studies are presented

in Figure 4.16b. As it is seen, there is a three-fold di�erence in spectrum intensities
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Figure 4.16: (a) Scheme showing positions of EOFs relative to air-toluene interface.
(b) Emission spectra of modi�ed EOF immersed into toluene down to var-
ious depths (see left-hand side Figure for details).

between EOF in air (Figure 4.16b, position 1) and immersed in toluene down to 1 mm

(Figure 4.16b, position 2). Moreover, when EOF is immersed into toluene down to

2.5 mm, the �uorescence intensity of deposited porphyrins is vanishingly small (see Fig-

ure 4.16b, position 4). Therefore, the optimum parameters of modi�ed EOFs for sensor

applications are as follows: tip length 2.5 mm with corresponding tip diameter of 70 µm.

Time-resolved emission spectrum studies were carried out with the setup schematically

presented in Figure 3.8c.The research showed that free-base porphyrin SAMs homoge-

neously cover surfaces of EOFs. The obtained �uorescence decay pro�les were �tted

with the three exponential model revealing the average weighted �uorescence lifetime to

be 0.47± 0.001 ns.

In order to check the interaction of Zn ions with free-base porphyrin deposited on

EOFs, the methanol solution of zinc acetate was prepared (MeOH : Zn(O2CCH3)2
40 mL : 400 mg). The emission spectra were recorded with the setup schematically

shown in Figure 3.5b while EOF was immersed into the vial with solution in question.

The obtained results revealed utterly small interaction of zinc with porphyrin mono-

layers (see Figure 4.17). One of the possible explanation for this phenomenon is that

free-base porphyrin molecules form densely packed layers on surfaces of EOFs and hence,

zinc ions have no access to porphyrin macrocycle for reaction to occur. The emission

decrease in Figure 4.17 can be attributed to a photodegradation under laser irradiation.
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Figure 4.17: The emission spectra of modi�ed EOFs when dipping into methanol solution
of Zn acetate.

4.3.2 Diethylamine (DEA) steady-state and time-resolved

measurements with Zn-porphyrin SAMs
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Figure 4.18: (a) Typical emission spectra of 80 µM solution of Zn-porphyrin in toluene
(red curve, right Y-axis) and Zn-porphyrin SAMs on EOF (black curve,
left Y-axis) and reference glass plate (blue curve, left Y-axis). (b) Emission
spectra of EOF modi�ed with Zn-porphyrin SAMs immersed into water
solutions of diethylamine (DEA) at concentrations from 0 to 114 mM (in-
dicated in the plot).

Zinc porphyrin SAMs were prepared using the same two steps procedure as that

schematically shown in Figure 3.2 except for the Zn-porphyrin was used instead of free-

base porphyrin. Typical corrected emission spectra of Zn-porphyrin SAMs on EOFs

and glass plate, and its 80 µM solution in toluene are shown in Figure 4.18a. Emission

spectrum of the glass plate was normalized to �t to the scale. It is worth mentioning

that the spectra on EOFs and glass plate are in good agreement with that obtained
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previously for Zn porphyrin on ITO surface, which had two emission peaks at 610 and

660 nm [79]. The �rst peak is not distinguishable for the EOF since a stronger emission

from �ber itself was observed below 620 nm. The clear peak at around 720 nm for

SAM on EOF (see Figure 4.18a, black curve) can be ascribed to the presence of small

amount of free-base porphyrin in the stock solution of Zn-porphyrin. Indeed, very low

peak at 720 nm can also be observed in the emission spectrum of the stock solution

of Zn-porphyrin (Figure 4.18a, red curve). It should be also noted that the high level

of emission intensity in the �uorescence spectrum of Zn-porphyrin SAM on glass plate

(see Figure 4.18a, blue curve) for wavelengths higher than 700 nm, can be ascribed to

background emission.

The FLM measurements of Zn-porphyrin �lms were not possible to carry out be-

cause of the low �uorescence lifetime of Zn-porphyrin in SAMs which is below the time

resolution of used instrument (that is about 70 ps). Low �uorescence lifetime was pre-

viously reported for Zn-porphyrin SAMs in [79]. The quantum yield of �uorescence for

Zn-porphyrin SAMs is at least one order of magnitude smaller than that for free-base

porphyrin molecular layers. Because of this, it is possible to observe the emission peak

at 720 nm from free-base porphyrin in the emission spectra of Zn-porphyrin SAMs (see

Figure 4.18a), though the relative amount of free-base porphyrins in the layer can be

rather low.
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Figure 4.19: (a) The dependence of the ratio of emission intensities at 660 and 610 nm
(for SAM of Zn-porphyrin on EOF) on di�erent concentrations of DEA in
water. (b) Dependence of measured average weighted �uorescence lifetime
of Zn-porphyrin SAM on EOF, on various DEA concentrations. Inaccura-
cies of calculated values are shown with error bars.

Metalloporphyrins are known to change their absorption and emission spectra when
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4.3 Etched optical �bers (EOFs)

exposed to some volatile organic compounds such as diethylamine (DEA) [107]. Water

solutions with di�erent concentrations of DEA were studied with steady-state emission

(Figure 3.5b) and time-resolved (Figure 3.6) spectroscopic techniques. The intensity of

steady-state emission increases when DEA concentration raised from 7 to 114 mM (see

Figure 4.18b). The dependence of the emission intensity ratio at 660 and 610 nm on

the DEA concentration is demonstrated in Figure 4.19a. The ratio increases by 12 %

when EOF is placed into 7 mM DEA solution and then further increases by 65 % when

concentration is increased to 50 mM, but further concentration increase to 100 mM gives

only 4 % rise in the ratio. This phenomenon can be explained by the saturation of the

porphyrin SAM by DEA molecules, i.e. at DEA concentration of 50 mM almost all Zn-

porphyrins in the layer form complexes with dissolved DEA and further growth of DEA

concentration brings no change in complexation of DEA and Zn-porphyrin in SAMs.

The most probable reason for the increase of porphyrin �uorescence intensity in

the presence of DEA molecules is coordination to central metal which reduces inter-

porphyrin aggregation and thus, reduces self-quenching in molecular layer. In this case,

the lifetime of the Zn-porphyrin excited state should also increase; this was con�rmed

by TCSPC studies (see Figure 4.19b). The average weighted �uorescence lifetimes were

calculated with two exponential emission decay �ts. When DEA concentration increases

from 7 to 114 mM, the average �uorescence lifetime raises by 60 %. This change in

DEA concentration corresponds to the emission ratio increase of roughly 65 % (see

Figure 4.19a). It is also worth mentioning that the initial decrease of the average �uo-

rescence lifetime for low concentration of DEA is within the inaccuracies (shown with

error bars in Figure 4.19b) of obtained lifetime values.

4.3.3 Steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopy of YFP SAM

�lms

To the best of our knowledge, so far there were no studies on EOFs functionalization

with SAMs of �uorescent proteins. The modi�ed YFP (or Citrine) SAMs were deposited

following the procedure schematically presented in Figure 3.4 and described in Sec-

tion 3.1.2. The steady-state absorption spectra were measured using the setup shown in

Figure 3.5a, marked as �Absorbance measurements�. The studies revealed no detectable

absorption on the glass samples, and relatively low absorbance at about 510 nm on the

EOFs (Figure 4.20a). The wavelength of the absorption maximum, 514 nm, is consistent

with that determined for Citrine in phosphate bu�ered saline (PBS) (see Figure 4.20a,
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Figure 4.20: Absorption (a) and emission (b) spectra of EOF and reference glass plate
modi�ed with Citrine using SAM deposition technique. Spectra of the
solution of 40 µM Citrine in phosphate bu�ered saline (PBS) with pH 7.4
are shown for comparison.

crosses).

The low absorbance of YFP on EOFs (when compared to that of free-base porphyrin

SAMs on glass plates) is due to two reasons: i) the molar absorptivity, ε, of YFP

(ε = 75000 M-1cm-1 [112]) is almost four times lower than that of free-base porphyrin

(ε = 350000 M-1cm-1 [75]) and ii) mma of YFP SAM is higher than that of free-base

porphyrin SAM which is 2.4 nm2[75]. Indeed, absorbance for Citrine on glass plate at

515 nm is below noise signal, that is 0.0026 (see Figure 4.20a, black curve) and thus,

taking into account mma ≥ (2 · ε) / (NA · A), mma cannot be lower than 10 nm2. This

value is in reasonable agreement with the results obtained by Yang [127], and Ormö and

co-authors [128] for GFP (in the bu�er solution) for which diameter was estimated to

be in the range 2.4 � 3 nm.

The steady-state emission measurements were carried out with the layout schemati-

cally shown in Figure 3.5b. The studies revealed a signi�cant intensity of emission at

530 nm that is shown in Figure 4.20b. It can be ascribed to relatively high quantum

yield of the �uorescence of studied YFPs (73 %) obtained previously in solution mea-

surements [112]. A slight red shift for the emission peak on EOFs, as well as a higher

value of emission intensity at 560 nm for the �ber, are due to the transmission properties

of the dichroic mirror DM (see Figure 4.20b for details) rather then to actual di�erence

in the emission spectra of the two SAMs.

The FLM measurements showed that proteins form morphologically homogeneous

structures on EOFs and glass plates. Two typical FLM images are shown in Figure 4.21
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.21: Typical FLM images revealing formation of YFP SAM layers on reference
glass plate (a) and EOF (b). At each point of FLM image, brightness
and colour denote intensity and average lifetime of molecular �uorescence,
respectively. White rectangles show areas used to measure average weighted
�uorescence lifetime [V].

and were obtained with the scheme presented in Figure 3.8c. Besides, the FLM mea-

surements of non-modi�ed YFP (which does not have Cys at the C-terminal) on glass

plate revealed no �uorescence and therefore, it can be con�rmed that the coupling oc-

curred through the Cys residue. Hence, the coupling is site-speci�c and has covalent

nature. The average weighted �uorescence lifetimes of YFP SAMs on the glass surface

and EOF were calculated with bi-exponential �ts of the emission decays. The average

weighted �uorescence lifetimes of protein SAMs are 2.36 ± 0.20 and 2.40 ± 0.13 ns on

the glass surfaces and EOFs, respectively. The two values are in a good agreement with

each other. The main contributions to these values are from the short-lived components,

which were 1.92 ns (69 %) for the EOF and 1.86 ns (68 %) for the glass sample. The

longer-lived components were 3.44 and 3.41 ns and gave 31 % and 32 % contributions to

the average weighted �uorescence lifetime values for EOF and glass plate, respectively.

The obtained average weighted �uorescence lifetime values of YFPs deposited with SAM

method on both surfaces are only 28 % shorter than that obtained previously for YFP in

the bu�er solution, 3.3 ns [112], indicating that dry conditions and protein aggregation

have only minor e�ect on emission properties of YFP.

4.3.4 E�ects of pH, Ca2+ ions, and proteases on YFP SAM �lms

Fluorescent proteins are known to be sensitive to pH of a medium as was demonstrated

previously for GFP in pH range between 4 and 9 [110]. However, the e�ect of pH and

other environmental factors on YFP SAMs deposited on EOFs have not been investigated

yet. All steady-state emission spectra of modi�ed EOFs in various environments were
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studied with the setup shown in Figure 3.5b. Figure 4.22 presents the e�ect of pH on the

�uorescence intensity of EOF at 530 nm. The �uorescence intensity decreases by 50 %

at pH = 6 relative to its maximum at pH = 8.5. The �uorescent change is reversible in

the pH range from 6.5 to 9 which is within the normal physiological range, but does not

recover at all if the samples are immersed in solutions with pH below 4.

The observed degradation at low pH is similar to the previously reported studies on the

pH stability of GFP in solutions [92, 129]. The reduction in the �uorescence intensity at

the pH value below 5 can be attributed not only to the protonation of the chromophore,

but also to conformational structural changes which occur close to the chromophore at

low pH [92]. However, the ability to maintain the �uorescence in a reasonably broad

range of pH enables pH sensor applications of the EOFs modi�ed with SAMs of YFP.
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Figure 4.22: Dependence of the �uorescence intensity of EOF modi�ed with YFP SAM
on solution pH [V].

The �uorescent protein used in this Thesis had been previously used as genetically

encoded Ca2+ indicator [110]. This promises another potential applications of EOFs

modi�ed with YFP SAMs as sensor of Ca2+ ions, which is one of the most important

divalent cations present in the cell, as well as in many of the body �uids. As expected,

the �uorescence intensity of EOF varied with di�erent concentrations of calcium ions, as

presented in Figure 4.23, showing the dependence of the emission intensity at 530 nm on

Ca2+ concentrations. The presence of ions led to the increase of �uorescence intensity

by roughly three folds until the concentration reached 15 mM, and it remained almost

unchanged with further increase of the concentration of Ca2+ (see Figure 4.23 for more

details). Importantly, the EOF modi�ed with YFP SAMs can be used as calcium ion

indicator even in µM ranges (Figure 4.23b).

The e�ects of various proteases on modi�ed EOFs were studied using the setup

schematically shown in Figure 3.5b. Stability of �uorescent proteins in the presence
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Figure 4.23: The e�ect of Ca2+ ions on emission intensity of EOF modi�ed with YFP
SAM �lm. The concentration ranges are (a) 0 � 100 mM and (b) 0 � 1.1 mM
[V].
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Figure 4.24: E�ects of di�erent proteases (concentrations 2 mg/mL) on the �uorescence
of EOFs. Normalized corrected emission intensities are shown [V].

of various proteases was studied previously in solutions, and good resistivity of the pro-

tein to many proteases was reported [93, 127]. This was attributed to the fact that the

chromophore is incorporated into protein body which has good resistivity to external

agents [93]. Proteases such as pepsin, trypsin, chymotrypsin and papain at concentra-

tions 2 mg/mL in PBS (pH 7.4) were used in this study. Upon the immersion in the

corresponding solution (Figure 4.24), the initial decrease of �uorescence signal at 530 nm

was observed for all the proteases. The �uorescence intensity stabilized, however, for all

the solutions except for trypsin. The initial decrease in �uorescence intensity was about

13 % in 200 seconds. Some minor decrease in the �uorescence intensity at longer delays is

mainly due to the photodegradation of YFP SAMs on EOFs (solid line in Figure 4.24).

The variations in slopes for various curves are due to di�erent �ber adjustments and
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thus, di�erent optical power densities at the EOF tips.

4.4 Hollow-core photonic bandgap �ber (HCPBGF).

Steady-state and time-resolved �uorescence

studies

Newly developed PCFs have an advantage of air-quartz interface in the area of wave

propagation, at which a SAM can be deposited. This gives an opportunity to increase

the e�ciency of SAM��ber guided light interaction. One part of this research work is

reported in [IV] in which a hollow-core photonic bandgap �ber (HCPBGF) was used

(Figure 3.1a). Free-base porphyrin was covalently attached to the surfaces of holes

of HCPBGFs using two step self-assembling procedure schematically shown in Figure

3.2. The aims of the study were (i) to check the possibility to deposit porphyrin �lms

inside the channels of PCFs using SAM technique, and (ii) to study the interaction of

the electromagnetic �eld with the deposited molecules by monitoring emission spectra

of the modi�ed HCPBGFs. To the best of our knowledge, there were no experiments

devoted to the porphyrin SAM covalent deposition inside HCPBGFs previously.
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Figure 4.25: Corrected �uorescence spectra of free-base porphyrin SAMs covering the
walls of the channels of HCPBGF (circles), STOF with d = 15 µm (smooth
curve, multiplied by 10 to match the scale) and reference glass plate (tri-
angles, multiplied by 20 to match the scale) [IV].

The emission spectrum studies of modi�ed HCPBGFs were carried out with the setup

schematically shown in Figure 3.5b. The corrected emission spectra of deposited por-

phyrins are shown in Figure 4.25. The spectrum measured for HCPBGF is virtually

identical to that of porphyrin SAM on glass, and it is in good agreement with the spec-
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tra obtained previously in [III] for STOFs. The emission spectrum of modi�ed HCPBGF

has much higher intensity than that of STOF. This di�erence can be explained by the

following factors: (i) the optical losses are di�erent for the two �bers (there are sig-

ni�cant optical losses in the coned part of STOFs), ii) di�erent amount of porphyrin

�uorescence is re�ected back into the cores of the two �bers, and (iii) the length from

which emission can be collected is di�erent for HCPBGF and STOF. The latter factor is

due to various mechanisms of the excitation light interaction with deposited porphyrins.

In HCPBGFs the excitation light is waveguided by the �ber, and it is directly absorbed

by the photoactive molecules, whilst in STOFs the excitation of porphyrins is conducted

via the interaction with EW �eld.

The porphyrin distribution inside HCPBGF channels was studied with FLM instru-

ment. HCPBGF was cut into 15 mm long pieces to study each of them by FLM in-

strument. Each piece was scanned in 1 mm intervals. FLM images were obtained with

the setups shown in Figure 3.8a and b. At each point on a FLM image, the brightness

and the color denote the intensity and the average lifetime, respectively. The distribu-

tions of �uorescence intensity and lifetime revealed that (i) all the walls of HCPBGF

channels were covered with porphyrin layers (Figure 4.26a, measured with the setup

shown in Figure 3.8b), and (ii) porphyrins formed homogeneous SAMs inside HCPBGFs

(Figure 4.26b, lower image, measured with the layout shown in Figure 3.8a).

In order to calculate the average weighted �uorescence lifetime, the measured emission

decays were �tted using three exponential model. The average weighted �uorescence life-

time was found to be 1.82 ± 0.1 ns for the region indicated by the white rectangle in

Figure 4.26b (lower image). The average lifetimes calculated for other regions of modi-

�ed HCPBGF were essentially the same. This �uorescence lifetime is longer than that

previously obtained for STOFs (0.36 ns) [III] for SAMs of exactly the same compound.

It was also found out that the average emission lifetime depends on the pressure of

nitrogen in PC, but without any strict correlation. A shorter �uorescence lifetime of

porphyrin �lms is usually attributed to a higher degree of aggregation and thus, more

e�cient �uorescence self-quenching. Therefore, the di�erence in lifetimes can be in-

terpreted as the lower density of porphyrins in the channels of HCPBGF as compared

with that on STOF surfaces. Alternatively, the packing of porphyrins can be di�erent

when deposited from �owing solution (HCPBGF) and in steady conditions (STOF). At

present we cannot conclude the exact reason for the longer lifetime, but from the prac-

tical point of view, the longer lifetime is bene�cial for the ease of measurements and for

�uorescence sensor applications.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.26: (a) A typical FLM image of HCPBGF cross-section with deposited free-base
porphyrin SAMs. (b) The scheme showing the position of the cross-section
scan (upper image) and a typical FLM image taken along HCPBGF with
deposited free-base porphyrin SAMs (lower image). White rectangle shows
the area used to obtain �uorescence lifetime decay curve [IV].
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4.5 Solid-core photonic crystal �bers (SCPCFs)

4.5 Solid-core photonic crystal �bers (SCPCFs)

4.5.1 Two-step free-base porphyrin SAMs
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Figure 4.27: Typical emission spectra of SCPCF (circles, left Y-axis) and reference glass
plate (triangles, right Y-axis) modi�ed with free-base porphyrin by two-step
SAM method.

SCPCFs were modi�ed with free-base porphyrin SAMs using two-step procedure

schematically shown in Figure 3.2. Emission spectra of SCPCF covered inside with

porphyrin are presented in Figure 4.27. The emission spectra are in a good agreement

with each other and similar to those obtained previously for SAMs on STOFs [III]

revealing two maxima at 650 and 720 nm.

Measurements using FLM instrument revealed that all walls of the channels of modi-

�ed SCPCF are covered with photoactive molecules (narrow green stripes in Figure 4.28a).

The emission intensities in FLM cross-sectional image were too low to measure the �uo-

rescence lifetime reliably, therefore longitudinal FLM images were recorded for the life-

time measurements. These studies were carried out with the setup shown schematically

in Figure 3.8a, with 40× objective in place of 100× one. A representative longitudinal

FLM image of modi�ed SCPCF is shown in Figure 4.28b (lower image) together with

the scheme showing the possible position of the cross-section scan (Figure 4.28b, upper

image). The cross-section was selected in such way that three channels can be seen in

the image (white rectangles show areas used to obtain �uorescence decay curves). In or-

der to calculate the emission lifetime, the data were �tted using three exponential decay

model. The measurements revealed that the lifetimes di�er from channel to channel.

The average �uorescence lifetime for central channel was found to be 0.72 ± 0.04 ns,

while that for the left channel is 0.95 ± 0.05 ns and 0.82 ± 0.04 ns for the right chan-

nel. Therefore, the average over the three lifetimes is 0.83 ± 0.04 ns. This value is two
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.28: (a) A typical FLM image of SCPCF cross-section with deposited free-base
porphyrin SAMs. (b) The scheme showing position of the longitudinal cross-
section scan of SCPCF (upper image) and the corresponding FLM image
(lower image). White rectangles show areas used to obtain �uorescence
lifetime decay curves for di�erent SCPCF channels.
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times lower than that obtained for HCPBGFs and two times longer than that for STOF.

This means that porphyrins are likely to be less aggregated than in the case of STOF

samples, but more aggregated than in the channels of HCPBGFs. Most probably, the

same nitrogen pressure in PC creates di�erent �ow rate of the reaction mixture through

the channels for HCPBGF and SCPCF, and results in somewhat di�erent density and

aggregation degree of the porphyrins in the SAMs. It is also worth to mention that as

in the case of modi�ed HCPBGFs, the average weighted �uorescence lifetime depends

on the pressure applied to PC during SAM deposition for the modi�ed SCPCFs.

4.5.2 One-step free-base porphyrin SAMs. Metallation of the

SAMs with Zinc

In order to simplify the SAM procedure, a series of compounds were synthesized in the

Laboratory of Chemistry, Tampere University of Technology. These newly synthesized

compounds, porphyrin and phthalocyanine derivatives, possess an anchor group which

allows one-step covalent bonding to a quartz surface (see Figure 3.3) [118]. A porphyrin

derivative from this series, mono(triethoxysilane) porphyrin (MTESP) was used to func-

tionalize SCPCFs, the �bers which provide more �exibility for the light focusing when

compared with HCPBGFs. For comparison, the same porphyrin was also deposited on

a plane surface, quartz plate.

The typical emission spectra of SCPCF modi�ed with MTESP (obtained with the

setup schematically shown in Figure 3.5b) and MTESP on quartz plate are presented

in Figure 4.29a. As it is seen, both spectra are in good agreement with each other,

revealing two maxima at 650 and 715 nm.

Metallation of MTESP SAMs was studied in real-time by pumping Zn acetate

(MeOH : Zn(O2CCH3)2 40 mL : 400 mg) through the channels of SCPCFs. During

this procedure, the emission spectra were recorded every minute with the setup shown

in Figure 3.5b. The obtained emission spectra are shown in Figure 4.29b. The results

demonstrate that the reaction with Zn starts almost immediately after the liquid begins

to �ow through the �ber channels: the peak at 720 nm decreases, whilst a new band

at 600 nm is formed (see Figure 4.29b, solid line). The similar result was obtained for

quartz plates (the only di�erence is that plates were incubated for one hour in Zn acetate

solution): there is no peak at 720 nm and a new band at 600 nm is formed (see Fig-

ure 4.29b, triangles). The maximum at 600 nm is typical for Zn-porphyrin SAMs, which

was observed previously for EOFs (see Figure 4.18). It should be noted that the rise
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Figure 4.29: (a) Typical emission spectra of mono(triethoxysilane) porphyrin (MTESP)
deposited with one-step SAM method inside the channels of SCPCF (cir-
cles) and on quartz plate (triangles). (b) Emission spectra of SCPCF modi-
�ed with MTESP using one-step SAM method (circles), the same �ber after
one minute in methanol solution of Zn acetate (solid line; multiplied by 5
to match the scale) and MTESP SAM on quartz plate after one hour in
methanol solution of Zn acetate (triangles; multiplied by 30 to match the
scale).

from 740 nm in the emission spectrum of SAM on quartz plate (Figure 4.29b, triangles)

is a background emission, which was also visible for clean quartz plates. Monitoring of

the 720 nm band disappearance can be used to study the reaction course. Surprisingly,

although the initial metallation of SAM on SCPCF is fast, the band at 720 nm did not

disappear completely even at very long reaction time (see Figure 4.29b, triangles). To

understand this phenomenon the FLM measurements of modi�ed �ber were carried out.

The cross-section FLM image revealed that photoactive molecules are deposited on

the walls of all the channels of modi�ed SCPCF (green stripes in Figure 4.30a), but

the average lifetime di�ers from channel to channel. A representative longitudinal FLM

image of modi�ed SCPCF is shown in Figure 4.30b (lower image) together with the line

marking the possible position of the scanned cross-section (Figure 4.30b, upper image).

The cross-section was selected in such way that three channels can be seen in the image.

The colors of the channels on FLM image are di�erent and the corresponding average

weighted �uorescence lifetimes are 0.87± 0.03 ns for the left channel, 0.46± 0.01 ns for

the central channel, and 1.1 ± 0.04 ns for the right channel. The �uorescence lifetime

of Zn-porphyrin SAM is shorter than that of free-base porphyrin SAM, and it can be

concluded that the central channel is covered with the Zn-porphyrin SAM, while the two

others are covered with the free-base porphyrin, MTESP. The most probable reason for
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.30: (a) Typical FLM image of SCPCF cross-section with metallated MTESP
SAMs. (b) The scheme showing the position of the longitudinal cross-
section scan (upper image) and the corresponding FLM image (lower im-
age). One-step SAM deposition method was used. White rectangles show
areas used to obtain �uorescence lifetime decay curves for di�erent SCPCF
channels.
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4 Results and discussion

this is that the left and right channels were blocked, for instance by dust particles, during

the metallation of SAMs, as these channels are narrower and easier to block. The fact

that not all the channels were available for Zn-metallation explains remaining emission

band of free base porphyrin in the spectrum of modi�ed SCPCF in Figure 4.29b.

4.6 Comparison of di�erent �bers functionally

enhanced by photoactive molecules

In this Thesis, the porphyrin SAMs were deposited on TOFs and EOFs, and inside the

channels of various PCFs. This makes possible comparison of di�erent �bers in order to

establish relations between the �ber types and layer properties, and evaluate potentials of

the �bers in sensor applications. The emission spectra of two-step free-base porphyrin

SAMs measured from modi�ed �bers are compared in Figure 4.31. The spectra are

similar to each other and to those for reference glass plates (for comparison between

STOF and glass plate see Figure 4.7b), but the intensities are rather di�erent.
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Figure 4.31: Typical emission spectra of STOF, EOF, and di�erent PCFs modi�ed with
two-step SAMs of free-base porphyrin

The highest emission intensity was observed from HCPBGFs. It is reasonable result

since the interaction with photoactive molecules occurs directly with the light propagat-

ing in the �ber channel and �uorescence is guided back directly by the hollow channel.

Contrary to this, in STOFs, EOFs, and SCPCFs the interaction takes place by means

of evanescent �eld which is much weaker than the light guided by the �ber core (see

Figure 2.2). Besides, molecular �uorescence passes two (in case of STOFs and EOFs)

or one (in case of SCPCFs) interface(s) between air and �ber materials in this kind of
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4.6 Comparison of di�erent �bers functionally enhanced by photoactive molecules

Table 4.5: Comparison of average weighted �uorescence lifetimes, τAV , obtained for dif-
ferent types of �bers modi�ed with two-step free-base porphyrin SAMmethod.

Sample τAV , ns
Glass plate (reference to STOF) 0.30± 0.01

STOF (d = 15 µm) 0.36± 0.01

EOF (d = 70 µm) 0.47± 0.001

SCPCF 0.83± 0.04

HCPBGF 1.82± 0.1

�bers. Therefore, the measured �uorescence for SCPCFs is higher than that for STOFs

and EOFs.

The length of tapered part of the �ber which has to be functionalized with photoactive

molecular layer (in order to be used in sensor applications) was studied for STOFs and

EOFs. The su�cient length is roughly 2 mm for EOF and at least 9 mm for STOF.

This is resonable result since in case of EOF, the cladding is completely removed and

photoactive molecules are deposited directly on the waveguiding core, whereas in the

case of STOF the cladding is thinned (but still presents) thus reducing the e�ciency of

guided light interaction with the molecular layer. Unfortunately, similar measurements

were not possible for PCFs. However, it can be expected that for HCPBGFs the su�cient

functionalization length is even shorter than that for EOF, since the layer of photoactive

molecules is in the waveguiding channel, and the diameter of the channel is smaller than

that of EOF.

The average weighted �uorescence lifetimes obtained from time-resolved emission

studies are summarized in Table 4.5. The lifetimes for STOFs and EOFs are in a good

agreement with each other revealing only 30 % di�erence between these two �ber types.

This is expected result since the experimental conditions in SAM process were similar.

The �uorescence lifetime for HCPBGF is about 2.2 times higher than that obtained for

SCPCF, and roughly 5 times higher than that for STOF. The proposed explanation for

the di�erences in the �uorescence lifetimes is that porphyrins are more densely packed on

STOFs than inside the two PCFs, and thus �uorescence self-quenching is more e�cient

in case of STOF and EOF. The longer lifetime means higher quantum yield of the por-

phyrin �uorescence, which is another important reason for observing high �uorescence

intensity of HCPBGF as compared to other �bers.

Summarizing the obtained results of steady-state and time-resolved emission studies,

highest �uorescence intensity and lifetime were observed for HCPBGFs. Therefore, this
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kind of �bers would be of great interest in sensor applications. The EOFs sensors have

an advantage of relatively simple fabrication procedure. Disadvantages of both SCPCF

and HCPBGF are the need of pressure cell and poor control over pumping speed of

reaction mixture during SAM process.

It is also interesting to compare EOFs modi�ed with SAMs of free-base porphyrins

and YFP SAMs. In spite of rather low molar absorptivity of YFP, the emission intensity

of YFP SAMs is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of free-base porphyrin

SAMs. It is mainly due to higher �uorescence quantum yield of modi�ed YFP (73 %

for Citrine in PBS solution [112]) compare to that of free-base porphyrin (11 % for

5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin in toluene [130]). Besides, the quenching due to aggre-

gation is stronger for free-base porphyrin SAMs (0.5 ns relative to 10 ns for tetraphenyl-

porphyrin in tetrahydrofuran [76]) as compared to that for YFP �lms (2.4 ns relative to

3.3 ns for YFP in PBS solution [112]). The comparison shows that emission quantum

yield rather than layer absorption is important for obtaining high �uorescence intensity

when measurements are carried out using scheme presented in Figure 3.5b, which is the

scheme proposed for sensor applications. Though the length of SAM covering the �ber

must be longer in the case of lower absorbing layer to consume the same amount of the

excitation light. Summarizing the results of protein studies, EOFs with deposited layers

of Citrine are promising choice for bio-sensor applications of modi�ed optical �bers.
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Based on the presented results the following conclusions have been made:

1. Di�erent experimental setups were designed, assembled or adopted for the steady-

state and time-resolved spectroscopy measurements of �bers functionally enhanced

by the �lms of photoactive molecules. The role of modi�ed optical �bers was

twofold: i) delivery of the excitation light to the deposited layers of photoactive

molecules, and ii) collection of the molecular �uorescence from these layers and its

delivery to a measurement instrument.

2. The photoactive layers of porphyrins and yellow �uorescent proteins (YFPs) were

deposited using Langmuir-Blodgett and self-assembled monolayer (SAM) methods.

Experimental setups and tools for SAM deposition of the photoactive compounds

on mechanically and chemically modi�ed conventional optical �bers, and inside the

channels of photonic crystal �bers (PCFs) were designed and constructed. This

forms a platform for production and investigation of the functionalized optical

�bers, studies of photoactive SAMs photophysical properties, and development of

optical molecular sensors.

3. The optimum geometries of tapered (TOFs) and etched optical �bers (EOFs) for

the e�cient interaction of the evanescence �eld with the molecular layers deposited

on their surfaces were determined by probing steady-state emission of the deposited

molecular layers along the �bers under study. Summarizing the obtained results,

the optimum tip diameter of a TOF is 35− 48 µm for �bers with 105 µm core and

125 µm cladding diameters. For chemically EOFs a su�cient etching length was

found to be 2.5 mm with corresponding tip diameter of 70 µm.

4. The deposition time of two-step SAM procedure of free-base porphyrin attachment

to glass surfaces was studied and optimized. The developed experimental optical

setup and reaction cell made it possible to carry out real-time measurements of

porphyrin attachment during SAM process and to determine that the free-base
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porphyrin SAM formation is completed within one hour. This experimental setup

can be used for the time optimization of the SAM process independent of the type

of photoactive molecules in question.

5. Four di�erent types of optical �bers were studied and optimized for their possi-

ble molecular sensor applications. The most promising results were obtained for

PCFs, which delivered the highest �uorescence intensity of the SAM probe to the

detection system. Besides, this kind of optical �bers have highest measured emis-

sion lifetime making them the best choice (among other studied modi�ed optical

�bers) in sensor applications. The main disadvantages of PCFs are the need of

pressure cell and poor control over pumping speed of reaction mixture during SAM

process. Chemically etched �bers are relatively easy to manufacture and the SAM

deposition reproducibility is among the best for studied �ber samples. The �uo-

rescence intensity collected from these �bers is reasonably high, which makes them

good candidates for simple sensor applications. TOFs can also be used in similar

applications, but the length of TOF coned part on which photoactive molecules

are to be deposited, is much longer than that for EOF. This makes TOFs more

fragile and di�cult to use.

6. The optical �ber sensor applications were demonstrated using a few types of por-

phyrin and Citrine (modi�cation of YFP) SAMs as analyte probes. The most

successful results were obtained for pH measurements (with free-base porphyrin

and Citrine probes), detection of calcium ions (Citrine probe), and monitoring of

diethylamine (Zn-porphyrin probe). Based on the developed platform other pho-

toactive SAM probes can be studied to �nd their applications in the �eld of optical

�ber sensors.
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